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Abstract 

 

Rethinking Urban Shrinkage:  

the Conditions for Successful  

Implementation of a Shrinkage Plan  
 

 

Hyung Rae Cho 

Seoul National University 

Interdisciplinary Program in Landscape Architecture 

 

 

Urban shrinkage, generally defined as a city’s continuous population reduction, is a 

detrimental but unavoidable occurrence. Indeed, the phenomenon’s social, economic, 

and environmental damage have been widely reported globally. In response to this 

phenomenon, a new planning paradigm has recently arisen under the various terms 

“smart shrinkage,” “right-sizing,” and “smart decline” that acknowledges 

depopulation as a long-term component of city plans. Since the mid-2000s, this 

paradigm has applied to shrinking European and American cities, such as cities in 

East Germany and the Rust Belt. However, shrinkage plans have rarely been 

executed successfully in reality. 

 In light of the background, this dissertation aims to investigate the 

conditions for successfully implementing shrinkage plans to respond effectively to 
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urban shrinkage. The conditions in this study consist of two components: 1) 

impediments that hurdle the successful execution of shrinkage plans and 2) 

opportunities in shrinking urban areas that can be leveraged for the successful 

operation of the shrinkage plans while potentially mitigating the impacts of the 

obstacles. The two components were examined in this dissertation, which consisted 

of three stand-alone papers, and the key findings are as follows.  

 

Paper 1 (Chapter 2): Impediments to Successful Smart Shrinkage Plan 

Implementation: Evidence from the Case Studies in Detroit and Youngstown 

This study explored the obstacles to the successful execution of shrinkage 

plans and conceptualised their operational routes by conducting a cross-case analysis. 

The study compared Youngstown and Detroit in the US through document analysis 

and interviews with planning experts to analyse the impediments. This study 

discovered that a smart shrinkage plan could face the following challenges during its 

implementation: the unstable fiscal conditions of shrinking cities; the culture of 

growth pursuit; the ambiguity of the plan’s concepts; the plan’s uneven development 

features; and a lack of detailed strategic guidance. These issues interacted to cause 

Youngstown and Detroit’s shrinkage plans to be postponed, adopted limitedly, or 

implemented in fewer regions. In particular, a core path of the barriers was criticism 

of the plans from residents of downsizing communities. Their collective criticism 

became a force that slows plan execution or even reorients the planning paradigm. 

Although the residents in downsizing communities may feel a sense of loss, 

isolation, and relative deprivation, the shrinkage situation does not always mean a 

dead end of despair. Despite ongoing depopulation, their quality of life may be 
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maintained if opportune circumstances are appropriately utilised; this scenario can 

be the key to mitigating the negative effects of the obstacles to shrinkage plan 

implementation. The third and fourth chapters examined the potential opportunities 

for preserving people’s quality of life even in shrinking neighbourhoods and districts. 

 

Paper 2 (Chapter 3): Spaces Eliciting Negative and Positive Emotions in 

Shrinking Neighbourhoods: A Study in Seoul, South Korea Using EEG 

(Electroencephalography)  

This study investigated the environmental and personal characteristics that 

allow individuals to feel positive emotions and improve their quality of life in a 

shrinking neighbourhood. A study area was selected in Nangok, a declining 

neighbourhood in Seoul, South Korea. Individuals’ emotions were analysed using 

electroencephalography (EEG) and multilinear regression models. This study found 

that the critical factor in creating positive neighbourhoods is that either urban design 

factors and their management are satisfied at adequate levels, or residents’ 

attachment to the area is actively leveraged for neighbourhood planning and design. 

Indeed, the experiment results showed that positive emotions were recorded only on 

a commercial street with social interaction and in a less crowded open space, while 

the average emotions in all other places were negative (i.e., an open space with social 

disorder, inactive frontages with CPTED or vandalism, abandoned houses, and 

vehicle-oriented environments). The results also showed that groups with higher 

place attachment (i.e., long-term residents or employees of the neighbourhood or 

women) generally felt more positive emotions than visitors or men. The findings 
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imply that a shrinking neighbourhood can maintain a sense of satisfaction if the area 

is carefully managed. 

 

Paper 3 (Chapter 4): Attributes of the positive side of urban shrinkage: Evidence 

from the case studies in Seoul, South Korea 

This study examined the opportune circumstances of social, urban planning, 

environmental, and industrial aspects that allow for improving the remaining 

people’s quality of life in shrinking districts. This study conducted a cross-case 

analysis of three shrinking districts in Seoul: Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin. The 

results indicated that the following opportune circumstances could arise: collective 

actions prompted by people feeling despair after shrinkage; the initiation and spread 

of small-scale projects that replace a grand plan; the availability of less-competitive 

land and built property for transformative uses; and the rediscovery of local 

industrial values and know-how. This study found that these attributes influenced 

the growth of social capital and civic engagement in local planning and the 

revitalisation of stagnant local economies. All of these consequences are critical to 

increasing citizens’ quality of life. The findings imply that, even if an urban district 

declines, opportunities for reinvention may enhance the remaining people’s quality 

of life if stakeholders effectively capitalise on the advantageous features of urban 

shrinkage. 

The implications of this dissertation are as follows. Smart shrink plans 

should be meticulously designed considering the features and locations of 

neighbourhoods or districts in a city. In the deteriorated and low-populated areas 

where reinvestment and redevelopment plans have been delayed, urban shrinkage 
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may last over generations. In this situation, it is essential to preserve the quality of 

life of the remaining residents by transforming the blighted, decrepit, and stigmatised 

environments into greenery or public service facilities. In the degraded areas 

adjacent to the city centres or with adequate population density, the shrinkage is 

more likely to be temporary rather than chronic. In this case, smart shrinkage plans 

need to be established with flexibility. As the Sewoon and Seongsu cases showed, 

the expansion of bottom-up planning engagement and the transformative uses of idle 

land and property can diversify space types and users. However, as demonstrated by 

the fact that the average emotions at the CPTED site in Nangok-dong were negative, 

the effects of urban regeneration projects may be limited in declining areas if the 

quality and quantity of public infrastructure are insufficient. Accordingly, if 

necessary, small and medium-sized redevelopments need to be carried out with 

urban regeneration.   

 

 

Keywords: urban shrinkage, urban decline, right-sizing, smart shrinkage, urban 

design, EEG, Detroit, Youngstown, Seoul 

Student Number: 2017-32308 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

 

1. Research Background 

Urban shrinkage, widely defined as chronic population loss in a city, is a rapidly 

growing phenomenon reported globally. Statistical evidence indicates that 370 cities 

worldwide with populations of more than 100,000 shrank by at least 10% during the 

fifty years after 1950 (Oswalt and Rieniets 2007). This urban transformation has 

been documented in numerous case studies from the US, the UK, France, Germany, 

Australia, South Korea, Japan, Mexico, and Brazil (Béal et al. 2019; Hackworth 2015; 

Hollander 2018; Hummel 2015; Martinez-Fernandez et al. 2016; Moss 2008; 

Pallagst et al. 2013; Wiechmann and Pallagst 2012). Thus, shrinkage has become a 

leading topic in contemporary urban planning and design academia. 

Rarely does urban shrinkage end with a mere population drop. Previous 

studies have shed light on the diverse negative phenomena associated with urban 

depopulation, which have become the roots of cities’ economic, social, and 

environmental degradation (e.g., increased unemployment, an increase in vacant 
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built properties, a decline in property values, an increase in crime, a decline in quality 

of life, increased taxes, a decline in service quality, and a deterioration in municipal 

fiscal health) (Hendrick 2004; Hollander 2011; Hollander et al. 2009; Hummel 2015; 

Moss 2008; Putnam 2001; Schilling and Logan 2008). These concomitant issues can 

further exacerbate the population drain, forming a vicious cycle of decline. 

Depopulation with concomitant economic and environmental degradation in 

a city has been named under different labels depending on academic focus. 

Numerous studies on cities’ growth and shrinkage have called the phenomenon 

“urban shrinkage,” although prior studies focusing on more economic dimensions 

due to deindustrialisation or the division of labour in US cities, especially in the 

Rustbelt regions, have termed it “urban decline” (Beauregard 2003). French research 

used the phrase “rétraction urbaine”—translated as urban retraction—to describe 

cities’ physical deterioration and population loss (Ducom and Yokohari 2006). 

However, as Fol and Cunningham-Sabot (2010) emphasised, “the demographic, 

economic, social, and urban dimensions of decline are inseparable” in most shrinking 

cities. Accordingly, the terms “urban shrinkage,” “urban decline,” and “shrinking” 

will be used interchangeably throughout this dissertation, as in earlier studies (Fol 

and Cunningham-Sabot 2010; Haase et al. 2014; Wiechmann and Pallagst 2012). 

Shrinkage is a detrimental yet inevitable occurrence. According to historical 

evidence, depopulation in a city has been triggered by complex causes (e.g., the 

breakdown of socialism, capital concentration, technological development, 

suburbanisation, lower fertility rates, and increased life expectancy) (Babcock 1932; 

Haase et al. 2014; Harvey 1982, 2006; Hoover and Vernon 1959; Metzger 2000; 
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Scott 1988). It has also occurred due to uncontrollable causes such as natural 

disasters, wars, and epidemic diseases like COVID-19. 

Nonetheless, shrinking does not have to be viewed as a binary consequence 

of success or failure. Some cities expand continually, while others decline rapidly, 

but most cities fall somewhere in time between these two extremes. As Hollander 

stated (2009), an instrumental role of planners is “exploring alternatives to stabilize 

transitional cities and neighbourhoods and point the way to a more sustainable future.” 

As part of this responsibility, urbanists and planners need to regard shrinkage in a 

new light, finding hope even in the face of unavoidable urban change. 

 

 

Figure 1. Research concept diagram 

 

Here, it is necessary to take a step back from the conventional growth-

oriented planning lens to search for solutions to urban shrinkage. Although cities 

have been developed on the premise of demographic expansion, growth-oriented 

plans such as large-scale redevelopment projects accompanying demolition have not 
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always been effective in shrinking cities (Pallagst et al. 2009; Rybczynski and 

Linneman 1999). Indeed, continuously declining areas are frequently neglected by 

private developers for a long time due to the low returns after redevelopment. Even 

if redeveloped, unsold housing and stores owing to oversupply and gentrification 

may occur, further increasing vacancy in neglected areas. Besides, such neo-liberal 

urban developments can result in the displacement of marginalised people in a city 

and the erasure of communities’ legacies, sparking public outrage, as witnessed in 

Detroit in the US in the 1950s and 1960s. 

If shrinkage is unavoidable and challenging to address, a new plan is 

required to accept it and stabilise the lives of the remaining citizens (see Figure 1). 

This approach has been named by the various terms “smart shrinkage,” “shrinking 

smart,” “smart decline,” and “right-sizing.” This study refers to this perspective’s 

urban plan as a “shrinkage plan.” On a micro-level, it prioritises sustaining 

inhabitants’ quality of life to prevent additional population loss, while on a macro-

level, it seeks to remedy inefficient public infrastructure and service. Yet the 

shrinkage plan is not only for boundless shrinkage. Given that depopulation is a 

transitional process, we must embrace population reduction while also seeking a 

suitable foundation for economic revival or population regrowth. 

However, the success of the new planning initiative is not always guaranteed. 

Since the mid-2000s, a shrinkage plan has been suggested for the Rust Belt of the 

US (e.g., Youngstown, Detroit, Flint, Cleveland, and Buffalo) and the Ruhr and East 

German cities (e.g., Halle and Cottbus), and it has been implemented for more than 

a decade, but successful cases are rare. Furthermore, research on the conditions for 
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a successful shrinking plan still remains in its early stages in urban planning and 

design literature. 

 

2. Research Objectives 

This dissertation aims to explore the potential conditions for the successful 

implementation of shrinkage plans. The conditions consist of two components in the 

study: 1) impediments that hurdle the successful execution of shrinkage city plans, 

and 2) opportunities in shrinking areas that can be leveraged for the successful 

operation of the plans while possibly mitigating the effects of the obstacles. The 

investigations into the obstacles and opportunities may improve the efficacy of the 

new planning responses to urban shrinkage that accommodate depopulation while 

stabilising the citizens’ lives. 

The opportunities need to be analysed at multiple scale levels rather than 

merely at the city level. This is because urban shrinkage does not always result from 

a city’s equitable spatial distribution of population loss (Luescher and Shetty 2013). 

Indeed, urban environments in a city are heterogeneous and uneven, complex spaces 

with different levels of city infrastructure, community social capital, neighbourhood 

maintenance and liveliness in the streets, individual incomes, and even personal 

experiences (Glaeser et al. 2009; Salesses et al. 2013). Accordingly, the population 

might be maintained in core locations such as the city centre, while depopulation 

occurs in specific neighbourhoods and districts, resulting in the shrinking of the 

entire city (e.g., Seoul and Busan in Korea and Detroit and Youngstown in the US). 

Following this perspective, the shrinkage plan is typically established on a city scale, 
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but its specific rightsizing strategies are set on the lower levels, primarily targeting 

the city’s marginalised areas. 

Here, the opportunities are analysed at the neighbourhood and district levels. 

The study set the neighbourhood level as a small community of approximately 

100,000 m2 where the residents can perceive the environment during daily walking. 

The district level is defined as a larger community than the neighbourhood but less 

than 1,000,000m2. 

 

3. Research Structure 

 

Figure 2. Research structure diagram 
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The study comprises five chapters; the conditions for implementing successful 

shrinkage plans are analysed through the three chapters in the body, each of which 

is a stand-alone paper concentrating on sub-research themes (see Figure 2). Thus, 

different methodologies and study areas are set per each chapter.  

The first chapter introduces the research background, objective, and 

structure. The second chapter aims to identify the factors that hamper the plans’ 

successful implementation and conceptualise their operational paths via case studies. 

The study selected Youngstown and Detroit in the US for the case studies because 

the two cities are pioneering examples of shrinkage plans implemented in the US 

and even the world, providing rich information; in contrast, the proposal and 

execution of the shrinkage plan in Korea remain in their infancy. The study 

compared the two cases through document analysis and interviews with planning 

specialists to analyse the impediments. 

The third chapter aims to examine the opportunistic traits in terms of space, 

users, and their experience at the shrinking neighbourhood level. Individuals’ 

emotions in places are a core factor determining their quality of life. Thus, the study 

explored the environmental and personal characteristics that enable citizens’ positive 

emotions to be maintained even in a shrinking neighbourhood. A study area was 

selected in Nangok, a declining neighbourhood in Seoul, South Korea, considering 

its demographic and economic decline over the last 20 years and deteriorated 

physical environment. The emotions were analysed using electroencephalography 

(EEG) and multilinear regression models. 

The fourth chapter attempts to investigate the opportunities that can arise at 

the shrinking district level. Whereas the first chapter focuses on individuals’ 
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experiences, this chapter puts more weight on community aspects. The study 

analysed shrinking districts’ social, planning, environmental, and industrial 

advantages and their utilisation processes and impacts through direct observation and 

document analysis. A cross-case analysis was undertaken across shrinking districts 

in Seoul, Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin, which experienced severe depopulation, 

economic decline, and environmental decay in the 2000s. 

The fifth chapter culminates in summarising and discussing the major 

findings as well as suggesting implications, limitations, and suggestions for future 

research. 
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Chapter 2. 

 

Impediments to Successful Smart Shrinkage Plan 

Implementation: Evidence from the Case Studies in 

Detroit and Youngstown  

 

 

1. New Planning Paradigm Responding to Urban Shrinkage   

A large body of urban planning research has focused on a new paradigm called 

“smart shrinkage” to address depopulation, economic stagnation, social disruption, 

and abandonment of the built properties in shrinking cities. Although this notion has 

been called a variety of terms, such as “right-sizing,” “smart decline,” and “strategic 

shrinkage,” one common concept is to accept depopulation as a long-term 

component of the urban plan. If depopulation continues for decades, it is more 

sensible to right-size the city to match near-term demographic changes rather than 

wait for unexpected regrowth. This is because, as numerous studies note, resizing 

can help to improve the declining quality of life, restore inefficient social services 

and infrastructure, and possibly stabilise the economy and population (Hollander 

2011; Hollander et al. 2009; Schilling and Logan 2008). In light of the potential 
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benefits, this paradigm has been adopted in many shrinking cities’ planning practices 

worldwide, including Detroit, Youngstown, Cleveland, Buffalo, and Flint in the 

United States; Leipzig and Dresden in Germany; and Fukui, Asahikawa, and Kushiro 

in Japan. 

However, the bold proposal of a smart shrinkage plan is not always followed 

by its successful implementation. Even Youngstown, in the US state of Ohio, where 

one of the first smart shrinkage plans was enacted, still remains “a city with large 

numbers of vacant parcels, an anaemic economy, and serious social challenges,” as 

noted by Ryan and Gao (2019). Many German cities, such as Halle, Erfurt, and 

Schwerin that adopted smart shrinkage schemes as part of the German urban 

development programme “Stadtumbau Ost” in 2002, also showed that their 

population and economic declines have still remained unchanged even ten years later 

(Bartholomae et al. 2017). 

To effectively address urban shrinkage, it is essential to identify the factors 

that restrict the operation of smart shrinkage plans. Nonetheless, studies on 

conceptualising the impediments to shrinkage plan execution are still insufficient. 

This is surprising, given the potential risks associated with failing to implement a 

shrinkage plan. One instance is that the city may face an even greater financial strain 

if the plan’s implementation, which requires massive costs, is withdrawn in the midst 

(Hummel 2015b). 

Therefore, the study aims to identify the challenges to successfully executing 

shrinkage plans and conceptualise their operating paths. The study addressed the 

following questions: (1) What are the potential obstacles to successfully 
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implementing a smart shrinkage plan? (2) How did the obstacles hinder the effective 

performance of the plan? 

The study is structured as follows to answer the questions. The research first 

outlined the characteristics of smart shrinkage plans and the possible risks if the 

implementation fails; it then suggested five hypothetical propositions about the 

obstacles through literature reviews. The study conducted a cross-case analysis in 

the two shrinking cities in the US, Youngstown and Detroit, to confirm the 

propositions. The results were divided into two sections. The first showed how the 

barriers appeared in the two cities. The second showed how the obstacles impeded 

the successful execution of the shrinkage plans in the two cities. This study 

concludes by summarising the significant findings and by discussing implications, 

limitations, and suggestions for future research. 

 

2. Literature Review: Features of Smart Shrinkage Plans  

2.1. Strategies of the Plans 

Previous research has suggested core strategies of smart shrinkage to successfully 

re-adjust a city’s size, space, and infrastructure to actual population needs (Hummel 

2015a). Overall, they consist of both built-environmental and system strategies 

supporting the spatial transformation.  

The built-environmental strategy can be classified into two components: The 

first is to alter the city’s physical composition, like vacant house demolitions or 

brownfield redevelopment. This component seeks to generate opportunities by 

deconstructing idle land and derelict properties, either through land banks or private 
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investment or by transforming them into new places by greening (Hollander and 

Cahill 2011; Hummel 2015a; Schilling and Logan 2008). The second is to realign or 

consolidate the urban structure to reflect current population densities. This attempts 

to maintain an appropriate density level by redrawing the boundaries of 

administrative districts in low-density residential areas or by encouraging residents 

to relocate (Hollander 2011; Wiechmann and Pallagst 2012). 

Systematic strategies include community development, administration, and 

democratisation strategies (Hummel 2015a). The community development strategy 

is that the built environment strategy should prioritise certain recoverable 

neighbourhoods above the entire city (LaCroix 2010). The administrative strategy 

emphasises the need for local governments to shift their structure and functions, 

including city infrastructure, to effectively implement the shrinkage plan 

(Ehrenfeucht and Nelson 2011). The democratic strategy emphasises the importance 

of civic participation and, thus, the importance of reaching a rational agreement 

between citizens, local officials, and planners (Hollander and Cahill 2011). These 

right-sizing strategies have become central to establishing many declining cities' 

comprehensive plans, district plans, and policies. 

 

2.2. Risks of a Failure to the Plan Implementation 

Unsuccessful implementation of a smart shrinkage plan results in wasting a city’s 

time and budget. Furthermore, the failure can jeopardise the government’s financial 

stability, erode the remaining citizens’ quality of life, and lead to social conflict. 

Implementing the built-environment strategies, including deconstructing 

brownfields and restructuring urban infrastructure, entails considerable financial 
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outlays. The massive expenses compound the declining city’s precarious fiscal 

condition, even with financial assistance from private organisations and higher-level 

governments. Additionally, following the community development strategies, the 

partial demolition and neglect of sites reveal discrepancies between the 

neighbourhood environments in a city. One example is the controversy over lead 

poisoning in children in Detroit caused by the deconstruction process (Neavling 

2020). 

If city infrastructure redistribution, population relocation, or regional 

consolidation are not cooperatively implemented, disparities between population 

density and service provision might develop further in a city. For example, the 

decreased number of medical institutions in low-density locations makes it more 

difficult to upgrade services through reinvestment as profitability declines. This 

implies that patients who still remain in the neighbourhood have to travel farther for 

high-level urgent treatment or surgery than dwellers in the city centre. Such dis-

benefits caused by the withdrawal or failure of a right-sizing plan may result in a 

zero-sum game between the city and inhabitants in marginalised neighbourhoods; 

either the city has to spend more money upgrading or maintaining the service, or the 

quality and quantity deteriorate. 

 

2.3. Potential Barriers to the Plan Implementation 

Potential impediments to smart shrinkage implementation can arise from external as 

well as internal factors. Here, external elements include fiscal, cultural, and social 

characteristics that may manifest in a shrinking city, whilst internal factors refer to 

the features of smart shrinkage plans. The following section outlined the propositions 
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for two external and three internal barriers. 

Fiscal Constraints in Shrinking Cities   

Prior research has revealed that deteriorating a local government’s fiscal autonomy 

and shrinking the quality of urban infrastructure are crucial difficulties associated 

with implementing an urban master plan (Huang et al. 2018; Poister and Streib 2005; 

Robinson 2008). In shrinking cities, the impact of these barriers is amplified. This is 

because a long-term decline in tax revenue, accompanied by an increase in the cost 

of running city infrastructure, further impairs the city’s financial capacity. Here, the 

financial constraints of a declining city can become a barrier that precludes the right-

sizing plan’s execution, such as acquisition, demolition, and redevelopment of 

vacant houses, compensation for residents’ relocation, and even public engagement. 

Deeply Embedded Growth-oriented Culture 

Growth becomes a metric of success in capitalism, neoliberalism, and boosterism. 

This is true of urban planning as well. Urban planning in Western civilisation has 

been developed on the premise of expansion. Given that population and economic 

growth are the primary indicators of planners’ and politicians’ performance in cities, 

their decisions to accept decline easily result in a defeatist stigma (Hollander et al. 

2009). The opposite shrinkage-oriented approach is difficult to sustain in a pro-

growth development culture without rapid and concrete results. For instance, as Ryan 

and Gao (2019) highlighted, continual regime change poses a barrier to the more 

unacquainted planning vision. Politicians are easily tempted to maintain their 

political authority by chasing culturally guaranteed success. 
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The Ambiguity of the Smart Shrinkage Concept 

While smart shrinkage has received attention for its innovative perspective, several 

fundamental principles are not entirely new. The plans’ efficient allocation of public 

investment and eradication of devastation strongly resemble previous planning 

paradigms such as planned shrinkage (Aalbers 2014; Kirkpatrick 2015) or urban 

renewal schemes (Gratz 2010). The problem is that these initiatives have failed under 

harsh criticism from academics and the public. Such ambiguity in the concept may 

reignite scholarly and civic criticism, making it challenging to implement the 

designed strategies sustainably. 

An Unbalanced Development Strategy 

The smart shrinkage plan pursues the efficient distribution and utilisation of 

resources. This fundamental nature concentrates economic activity in the city’s 

significant nodes, such as the city centre, which have more potential for expansion 

and recovery, while concentrating shrinking initiatives, including demolition and 

greening, in low-density areas. Geographic polarisation forms the bedrock of 

escalating social, economic, and ethnic divisions in the city. Silverman (2020) 

described this phenomenon, stating that “because shrinking cities in the United 

States are typically segregated by class and race, the outcome of this process is that 

low-income minority residents are walled off from the revitalising core and confined 

in the periphery.”  
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The Lack of Detailed Strategy Guidance 

A clear purpose and a realistic action plan are core elements of good urban plans 

(Fischler 2012). While the plan’s vision might be idealistic, the action plan should 

be grounded in reality to transform the ideal concepts into reality. However, smart 

shrinkage plans are occasionally left with a broad execution strategy; this aspect can 

be characterised as the flexibility of the strategy for gradual implementation. 

Nonetheless, the stark contrast between explicit goals and ambiguous strategy 

guidelines may generate a justification for not executing the strategy as initially 

intended. 

 

3. Research Method and Case Studies 

The research method section consists of three stages. First, the study explained the 

justification of the research method selection; it discussed the reasons for selecting 

study areas. Second, it also introduced the background and characteristics of smart 

shrinkage plans in Youngstown and Detroit. Third, the procedures for data collection 

and analysis were described.  

This study used case study analysis to confirm the five obstacles. Here, a 

single case study is insufficient to validate a hypothesis and conceptualise a theory. 

According to prior studies (Khan and VanWynsberghe 2008; Yin 1981), cross-case 

analysis is a method that enables researchers to accumulate knowledge from 

individual cases and to produce new knowledge by comparing and contrasting them. 

Following this viewpoint, the author performed a cross-case analysis to establish 
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consistency between cases on the impacts and operation paths of the barriers to 

shrinkage plan implementation. 

Youngstown, in the state of Ohio, and Detroit, in the state of Michigan, were 

chosen for the cross-case study for three reasons. First, both cities have experienced 

depopulation over several decades, establishing them as major declining cities in the 

US and globally. Second, since both were pioneering cities adopting the smart 

shrinkage paradigm (i.e., the Youngstown 2010 Citywide Plan and the Detroit Future 

City Strategic Framework), the cases provide a cumulative implementation duration 

of more than ten years. Third, their inadequate plan implementation has often been 

targeted in academic papers and the media. Hence, both examples present a plethora 

of rich and in-depth information. 

 

3.1. The Youngstown 2010 Citywide Plan 

Youngstown, previously the nation’s third-largest steel production centre, has had a 

long-term population decline due to the industry’s collapse since the 1970s. 

Accordingly, the city’s population gradually declined to 82,026 in 2000, from a peak 

of 166,631 in 1960. The city’s unemployment rate rose to 5.4% in 2000, nearly 

double the national average of 3.0% (City of Youngstown 2005). Additionally, 

Youngstown had 4,981 unoccupied houses in 2000, accounting for 15.5% of the 

city’s total housing units (Kildee et al. 2009). To address the challenges, the city’s 

planning department released a comprehensive plan in 2005, the Youngstown 2010 

Citywide Plan, after three years of public surveys and community forums. 

The Youngstown 2010 Citywide Plan was the city’s official comprehensive 

plan that adhered to the smart shrinkage concept. Its willingness to downsize the city, 
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built for approximately 250,000 people, was evidently shown even from the plan 

document’s preface: “[the plan] is based on a new vision for the new reality that 

accepts we are a smaller city that will stabilise at 80,000 people” (City of 

Youngstown 2005). The plan established four visions for right-sizing: (1) accepting 

that Youngstown is a smaller city; (2) defining Youngstown’s role in the new 

regional economy; (3) improving Youngstown’s image and quality of life; and (4) a 

call to action. The five planning strategies to satisfy these visions were outlined in 

the document: more open and green space, less land for housing and heavy and light 

factories, less commercial space overall, a greater concentration on the Central 

Business District and neighbourhood business nodes, and more institutional space. 

The blueprint presented the city’s future land-use map as an implementation guide 

(see Figure 3). 

The case of Youngstown is remarkable for two reasons. The city’s plan was 

the nation’s first-ever comprehensive plan that adopted smart shrinkage (Schilling 

and Logan 2008). Indeed, scholars lauded this innovative idea, calling it “the first 

U.S. shrinking city to break with the growth machine” (Wiechmann and Pallagst 

2012). Nonetheless, the plan has been only partially implemented during the last 15 

years, as Ryan and Gao (2019) analysed. The analysis results revealed the plan’s low 

conformance degree of 32.4% between the comprehensive plan and the 2013 code 

(Ryan and Gao 2019). Contrary to the bold vision, the city’s population continued to 

fall by 18.4%, from 82,026 to 66,982 between 2000 and 2010. 
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Figure 3. Future land use scenario of the Youngstown 2010 Citywide Plan 

Source: City of Youngstown 2005  

 

3.2. The Detroit Future City Strategic Framework Plan 

Historically renowned as the “car capital of the world” and the fifth-largest city in 

the US until the 1970s, Detroit began to decline with the loss of the city’s steel and 

automobile industry. Accordingly, the city’s population dropped by a third in 2013, 

to 688,701, from its peak of 1,850,000 in the 1950s. The city’s unemployment rate 

of 24.9% was the highest in the US in April 2010. There were approximately 150,000 

vacant parcels in Detroit in 2013, nearly the size of Manhattan, New York (Detroit 

Future City 2012). To address the declining difficulties, Mayor Dave Bing organised 

the Detroit Works Project (DWP) in 2010, jointly established by the Bing 

administration, planning experts and local foundations, such as the Kresge 
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Foundation. The DWP released the Detroit Future City: Detroit Strategic Framework 

Plan (DFC plan) in December 2012 as its long-term actions, established after 24 

months of civic engagement. 

The DFC Plan was the first comprehensive plan to acknowledge Detroit’s 

future as “a city that will not regain its peak population of nearly 2 million people” 

(Detroit Future City 2012). While the plans of Detroit and Youngstown shared a 

similar concept of right-sizing, the DFC had a fundamental difference in the pursuit 

of economic and population growth at the same time. The objectives of economic 

growth and new population influx, first stated in the document’s planning vision, 

represent this point of view. The twelve imperative actions were as follows: reviving 

the economy; attracting new residents; repurposing vacant land; leveraging open 

space; promoting sustainable residential densities; resizing the city for a smaller 

population; realigning urban infrastructure; coordinating land use; and encouraging 

stewardship, civic participation, and plan implementation. The document also 

provided three future land use maps for the next 10, 20, and 50 years (see Figure 4). 

The DFC plan has substantially impacted municipal planning and 

development in the absence of an up-to-date, city-approved master plan. Its influence 

can be found in a later plan: Every Neighborhood Has a Future, released in May 

2014 by the Detroit Blight Removal Task Force (DBRTF), formed by a partnership 

between the federal government, local foundations, and a development firm (i.e., 

Dan Gilbert). One entire chapter of the plan was devoted to demonstrating how their 

vision is intrinsically related to the DFC plan (Hackworth 2015). Additionally, 

vacant building destruction, greening, and centralised developments in the city 

centre, all following the DFC plan, have become the primary terms describing 
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Detroit’s planning and development in the 2010s. A professor of urban planning at 

Wayne State University in Detroit emphasised its significance, adding that “I do not 

believe the city would have established plans like this prior to DFC” (Interviewee 

A). 

 

 

Figure 4. Future 10-year land use scenario of the DFC Strategic Framework 

Source: Detroit Future City 2012 

 

3.3. Data Collection and Analysis 

The data collection has been conducted through document analysis from February 

2020 to June 2022 and interviews. The study reviewed the two cities’ smart 

shrinkage plans, and municipal development plan reports to investigate the plans’ 

features and their impacts on the cities. Furthermore, previous studies, newspapers, 

local community reports, investment and development firm reports, and 
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philanthropic organisation reports were reviewed to examine various stakeholders’ 

opinions on the plans and executions. 

This study utilised interviews to analyse information not supported by the 

document analysis. Since the author reviewed previous academic papers on 

Youngstown and found material on the study’s objectives, the interviews were 

conducted solely in Detroit. The study conducted structured interviews with four 

planning specialists via multiple email exchanges (see Appendix 1 and 2). Although 

a lack of samples may be considered a limitation of the research, visiting overseas 

and conducting many face-to-face interviews was practically challenging during the 

COVID-19 period. Thus, future research needs to be conducted with more interview 

samples. 

 

 

Figure 5. Chapter 2 concept diagram 

 

The gathered data was used for cross-case analysis (see Figure 5). Analysis 

of smart shrinking plans, government development plan reports, and academic 
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research were utilised to trace how the barriers manifested in the plan 

implementation process for the two cities. The study tabulated the results in 

Youngtown and Detroit to facilitate comparison. Furthermore, interviews, academic 

research, newspapers, community reports, private firm reports, and local foundation 

reports were analysed to conceptualise the mechanism of the challenges commonly 

manifested in the two cases. The results were presented in a diagram. 

 

4. Results 

4.1. Impediments to the Successful Implementation of Youngstown and Detroit 

Shrinkage Plans 

Table 1. Summary of a cross-case analysis 

 Youngstown, OH Detroit, MI 

 
(The Youngstown 2010 Citywide 

Plan) 

(The Detroit City Future Strategic 

Framework Plan) 

External Barriers 

Fiscal constraints in 

shrinking cities 
• Delayed the plan’s execution 

due to the city’s unstable 

financial conditions 

• Partially executed plan in certain 

areas due to city’s continuous 

deficits and eventual bankruptcy 

in 2013 

Deeply embedded 

growth-oriented 

culture 

• Partially implemented plan in 

certain areas caused by the 

government, private firms, and 

citizens’ pro-growth tendencies 

• Active developments in the city 

led by private firms’ pro-growth 

propensities; the rejection of the 

shrinkage-oriented paradigm by 

a new Mayor 

Internal Barriers 

The ambiguity of the 

smart shrinkage 

concept 

• Weakened supportiveness of plan implementation due to scholars 

raising doubt about its innovativeness and degrowth characteristics 

An unbalanced 

development strategy 
• Civic criticism of concentrated 

development in certain 

recoverable neighbourhoods 

• Citizens’ outrage over 

excessively centralised city 

centre developments and 

ongoing demolition in neglected 

neighbourhoods 

The lack of detailed 

strategy guidance 
• A lack of guidelines for 

resident’s relocation and public 

infrastructure realignment (e.g., 

target sites, execution plans, 

and timelines)  

• An ambiguous resident 

relocation strategy and a lack of 

precise greening measures with 

a broad neighbourhood-level 

land use map 
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The results are divided into two sections. In the first phase, the study identified how 

the five barriers manifested throughout the execution of the smart shrinkage plan 

implementation in Youngstown and Detroit (see Table 1). The impediments are as 

follows: shrinking cities’ unstable fiscal conditions; the culture of growth pursuit; 

the ambiguity of the plan’s concepts; the plan’s uneven development features; and a 

lack of detailed strategic guidance; this offers a response to the research question (1).   

Long-term demographic and business declines in Youngstown and Detroit 

have weakened the financial conditions of the local governments. This is because a 

city’s depopulation and economic stagnation substantially affect the decline in tax 

income and the increase in city infrastructure management costs (Ladd 1992; Clark 

1994; Wang et al. 2007), which can restrict its financial conditions (Berne and 

Schramm 1986; Honadle et al. 2004). The two cities’ financial contraction was 

demonstrated by a study that compared the financial circumstances of the US 

shrinking cities (Hummel 2015b). The research indicated that the average fiscal 

conditions of Youngstown and Detroit between 2006 and 2010, the period in which 

Youngstown’s plans were executed and Detroit’s were developed, were-0.18 and -

0.46, respectively. These values represent substantial fiscal instability when 

compared to other representative neglected cities in the US, such as Buffalo (0.02), 

Flint (0.07), and Cleveland (0.56). Besides, Detroit’s bankruptcy due to outstanding 

debts of nearly $20 billion in 2013 became evidence of the financial vulnerability of 

declining cities. Because of these conditions in the two cities, the plans have been 

delayed or partially executed. 
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A growth-oriented culture prevailed in the two cities. American cities, 

including Youngstown and Detroit, have their roots in boosterism, which flourished 

throughout the industrial revolution and the westward settlement of the US and 

Canada (Leo and Anderson 2006). They pursue and promote growth competitively 

to attract more investment and people. Besides, elite groups of citizens in the society 

of capitalism and neoliberalism seek to secure their financial advantage by 

encouraging urban development. Such a collective growth fixation was observed in 

the two cities. Youngstown’s plan has been executed with limited strategies in fewer 

areas than its initial design. In the instance of Detroit, the government has 

occasionally refused the shrink-oriented paradigm throughout time, while the city 

has shown an aggressive development pattern during the last decade. 

Numerous scholars have criticised the smart shrinkage plans of Youngstown 

and Detroit in terms of innovation and degrowth concepts. For instance, the plans 

that encouraged deconstruction and population relocation have often been compared 

to earlier top-down development programmes that ended in riots. The DFC plan, 

which strongly emphasises city centre growth, has also been criticised for using the 

idea of shrinkage as bait for further investments. The controversies weakened 

marginalised populations’ supportiveness of the right-sizing plans. 

The concept of uneven development between areas was prevalent in both 

plans. The Youngstown plan’s developments focused on certain regions with 

recoverable potential (e.g., the Idora Park Neighborhood), not the most deteriorated 

areas (see Figure 3). Similarly, the DFC plan envisioned slum removal and greening 

on the city’s neglected outskirts, whereas rebuilding luxury housing and commercial 
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complexes was for the city centre (see Figure 4). This polarising proposal has 

sparked the anger and anxiety of marginalised populations. 

Some implementation guidelines were not specified in Youngstown’s and 

Detroit’s plans. Youngstown’s urban infrastructure reduction and population 

reallocation strategies lacked target locations, action plans, and timelines. In the case 

of Detroit, greening and redistribution strategies have been proposed with vague 

implementation guidelines and a broad neighbourhood-level land use map. The 

insufficiency of implementation guidelines in the plans has weakened their 

feasibility.  

 

4.2. Operation Paths of the Impediments 

In the second phase, the study conceptualised the operational paths of how the 

impediments affected the execution of the plans in Youngstown and Detroit (see 

Figure 6); this answers the second research question (2). The obstacles interacted to 

cause smart shrinkage plans to be delayed, accepted limitedly, or executed in fewer 

areas. The three main pathways of the barriers discovered in this study are as follows: 

cities’ financial shortages to fund right-sizing implementations; opposition to the 

plans from inhabitants in the downsizing areas; and exacerbation of plan feasibility 

due to a lack of execution guidelines. In particular, the citizens’ criticism of the smart 

shrinking plan was the most crucial and fragile channel. The following paragraphs 

describe the impacts and paths of each impediment. 
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Figure 6. Operation paths of the impediments 

 

Fiscal Constraints in Shrinking Cities 

One of a smart shrinkage strategy’s long-term goals is to improve the city’s 

budgetary stability. This objective can be achieved by increasing the efficiency of 

public infrastructure utilisation. However, the shrinking cities’ unstable financial 

health is often overlooked. This study found that the financial constraints of 

shrinking cities can restrict the plan’s implementation in two ways. 
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Shrinking cities’ unstable financial conditions make it challenging to 

employ right-sizing strategies properly. Planners may encounter two dilemmas. First, 

limited funds make it challenging to execute all strategies simultaneously. The 

degradation of diverse built environments was a typical occurrence in both 

Youngstown and Detroit. Numerous abandoned structures were scattered and used 

as a place for crimes. The installation of security cameras on the street was highly 

demanded (Denvir 2013); in the meantime, some entire blocks were left in the dark 

at night due to broken lamps and ripped-out wires by thieves (Williams 2012). The 

problem is that while the city focuses on resolving one issue, the others continue to 

worsen. Second, the insufficient funds make it almost impossible to implement the 

shrinking strategies consistently throughout all shrinking areas. This circumstance 

fosters the setting of the implementation priorities; this may give marginalised 

communities a sense of deprivation. On such financial hardship and its influences, 

Ryan and Gao (2019) analysed that cash-strapped Youngstown rendered the right-

sizing strategies, including land compensation and repurposing abandoned parcels, 

nearly “impossible.” A professor of urban planning at Wayne State University in 

Detroit highlighted that “funding is scarce, and Mayor Duggan has chosen to 

strategically target that funding to the handful of neighbourhoods where he thinks it 

will have the greatest impact” (Interviewee A).  

Shrinking cities’ fiscal constriction increases their reliance on funders to 

carry out plans. This situation means increased stakeholder empowerment in the 

implementation processes. Whereas the participation of more stakeholders does not 

always result in plan failure, it increases the likelihood that their possibly veiled 

intentions will be reflected in the plan execution. The funders in both cities were 
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upper-level governments, private developers, and philanthropic foundations. While 

the Youngstown 2010 plan was developed in partnership with the municipal 

government and Youngstown State University, its implementation primarily relied 

on federal and private funding (e.g., the Wean Foundation) (McNamara 2011). 

Worse, the DFC plan was developed and executed with significant funding by 

private organisations (e.g., the Kresge Foundation) (Hummel 2015b). The following 

paragraphs illustrate how the rising influence of the various funders in both cities 

has impeded the plans’ execution. 

Deeply Embedded Growth-oriented Culture 

Reversing a cultural hegemony is challenging. Even the smart shrinkage paradigm, 

praised as an innovative planning policy, is not an exception. Even if a shrinking-

oriented scheme is already established, the culture, society, and urban planning that 

have regarded growth as an absolute ideal become a threat to its execution. This 

study found how the deep-rooted pro-growth culture of upper-level governments, 

private organisations, and citizens constrained the execution of shrinkage plans. 

State and federal government funding for plan execution favour growth 

rather than shrinkage. This tendency is based on economist Anthony Downs’s (1975) 

“urban triage” theory: a policy prioritises public investment flows into areas that can 

be improved or made viable, whereas severely deteriorated or nonviable areas see 

such flows curtailed. Youngstown’s funding pattern corresponded to this trend. 

Numerous city-centre developments, such as the Covelli Center, have been 

implemented by massive funding from the federal government’s Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD). On the contrary, while HUD’s 
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Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) funding was over a million dollars, the 

grant was restricted to executing vacant home demolition by only 10% (Rhodes and 

Russo 2013). 

Because of the local government’s heavy reliance on private organisations, 

the shrinkage plan may be implemented with limited scope or only partially 

implemented. According to Moloch’s “growth machine” theory (1976), land-holding 

elites, such as developers, drive growth and development for their own financial gain 

while acquiring properties near the city centre. As seen by the expanding role of 

“growth coalitions” in austerity urbanism (Hackworth 2015; Kirkpatrick and Smith 

2011), local philanthropic institutions are often positioned as the elite groups. Indeed, 

they have used enormous funding and political clout to establish more investment-

friendly environments in both cities. In Youngstown, private organisations, most 

notably the Wean Foundation, have financed property acquisition, demolition, and 

greening projects. Such right-sizing initiatives have been prioritised in specific 

neighbourhoods, such as the Idora Park Neighborhood, that are viable for future 

development with a few vacant homes and a median average household income, but 

not in the city’s poorest area (Rhodes and Russo 2013). The case of Detroit also 

showed the private organisations’ efforts to foster economic and population growth, 

mainly in the city centre. Billionaire investors like Dan Gilbert and Mike Ilitch have 

fueled a construction boom in the Greater Downtown area by purchasing and 

restoring over a hundred buildings during the last decade, such as the 1001 

Woodward Building, One Campus Martius, and Book Tower. 

Civic opposition to right-sizing schemes is also a critical barrier to the 

continuity of the plans. Although Youngstown and Detroit’s plans were established 
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based on significant civic input, biassed developments in specific areas have 

provoked citizens’ outrage. A planner for the City of Detroit described the rising 

citizens’ resistance against the right-sizing plan, stating that “ultimately, the citizens 

of Detroit did not favour the shrinking plan in Detroit” (Interviewee C). The frequent 

regime turnover reflected public criticism. Ryan and Gao (2019) observed that since 

mayor Jay Williams of Youngstown, who backed the shrinking plan, resigned, the 

plan’s ambitious ideas have been less reflected than designed. The DFC plan also 

lost clout following Mayor David Bing’s resignation. An urban planner in the city of 

Detroit summarised the weakening viability of the plan after regime change, noting 

that “Mayor Duggan’s administration has a vastly different approach than Mayor 

Bing’s” (Interviewee C). 

The Ambiguity of the Smart Shrinkage Concept 

As smart shrinking has been applied in several shrinking cities worldwide, some 

academics have raised doubts about the planning concept’s innovativeness and 

degrowth since the late 2000s (Béal et al. 2016; Gratz 2010; Kirkpatrick 2015; 

Németh and Hollander 2016). This study showed what academic criticism has 

appeared and how it has hindered the plans’ execution in Youngstown and Detroit. 

The critical perspective on innovativeness focuses on the ambiguity between 

smart shrinkage and previous top-down planning schemes (i.e., urban renewal and 

planned shrinkage schemes). Roberta Brandes Gratz (2010), an urbanist, noted the 

parallel between the two planning schemes, claiming that “[right-sizing cities are] 

fueled by the same forces behind the urban renewal practises of the mid-20th 

century.” Urban renewal is understood as a planning scheme to destroy shanties and 
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revitalise private developments through public investment in the 1950s and 1960s, 

during rapid economic growth in the US. However, this plan has been heavily 

criticised because it could not fully reconstruct ruined buildings and largely relocate 

or isolate low-income populations. 

Several scholars have also criticised the right-sizing plan for its resemblance 

to the planned shrinkage initiative, a top-down development scheme that pushed 

population redistribution in the past (Aalbers 2014; Kirkpatrick 2015). Planned 

shrinkage was a policy that promoted deliberately shutting down infrastructure in 

deteriorated areas while concentrating investment in communities with moderate 

development potential in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s in the US. For instance, New 

York City’s housing and development administrator, Roger Starr, purposefully 

curtailed investments in social housing in the city’s most impoverished 

neighbourhoods. This programme, however, has been discontinued due to criticism 

for hastening further population loss in devastated areas such as Harlem, thus 

exacerbating social inequities. 

The criticism of degrowth focuses on the ambiguity between shrinking-

oriented plans in reality and their pursuit of degrowth. Martinez Ferandez et al. (2012) 

acknowledged that many declining cities “still pursue growth in similar ways to 

cities experiencing economic and population growth.” This perspective is explicable 

in two ways. First, demolition and greening are essential tools to encourage 

economic growth. According to Silverman et al. (2015), the demolition of 

deteriorating properties is rather an activity that removes obstacles that potentially 

prevent economic investment. Clement and Kanai (2015) argued that greening in 

devastated areas conceals decline traces in order to attract additional private 
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investment. Indeed, demolition activity in Youngstown has accelerated, with 

approximately 1,000 vacant buildings demolished between 2006 and 2008, followed 

by an additional 2000 vacant houses removed by 2010 (Rhodes and Russo 2013). 

Additionally, 161 vacant parcels were rezoned for greening during the same period. 

 

Figure 7. Map of demolition target parcel analysis in Detroit 

Source: Detroit Blight Removal Task Force Plan 2014 

 

Second, and contradictorily, demolition initiatives continued to be 

vigorously pursued during the period of pursued growth. The shrinking-oriented plan 

(i.e., the DFC plan) and the growth-oriented plan (i.e., the Every Neighborhood Has 

a Future plan) both emphasised demolition in Detroit. Both plans explicitly presented 

demolition objectives and techniques, illustrating neighbourhood maps, demolition 

target selection rules, and financial resources (see Figure 7). As a result, the Detroit 

Demolition Program, which began in 2014, has demolished almost 20,000 empty 
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residences, primarily in neglected neighbourhoods outside the city centre (City of 

Detroit 2022). 

Of course, there can be counterarguments to these perspectives. A smart 

shrinkage plan can be distinguished from previous urban renewal and planned 

shrinkage programmes in that it is undertaken during a period of austerity and 

designed with a high level of community involvement (Hackworth 2015). 

Furthermore, it is difficult to dispute that deconstructing and repurposing neglected 

and abandoned structures are still essential for improving citizens’ quality of life, 

regardless of the plans’ shrinkage or growth orientation. 

Nonetheless, academic critique of this ambiguity can be fatal in cities such 

as Detroit and Youngstown, which have deep wounds from past particular region 

marginalisation and displacement schemes. Both cities’ urban regeneration 

initiatives and highway construction projects accompanied the demolition, migration, 

and redlining of neglected neighbourhoods. As a result, urban riots broke out on the 

South Side and East Side of Youngstown in 1969 and on 12th Street in Detroit in 

1967 (Locke 2017; Posey 2012). Such a history may make the remaining citizens of 

the cities repulsed by the right-sizing plans that emphasise demolition and population 

relocation in certain areas. 

An Unbalanced Development Strategy 

The major civic condemnation regarding smart shrinking arises from its inequality. 

A fundamental mechanism of smart shrinkage plans is balancing unequal population 

density and inefficient management of city infrastructure by revitalising a few core 

economic clusters while removing other devastated areas. Nevertheless, it is difficult 
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to dispute the plans’ uneven concept of identifying the city’s winners and losers, at 

least in the short and medium-term. Previous studies have emphasised the vital role 

of civic engagement in addressing this concern (Németh and Hollander 2016). 

Despite active civic participation in establishing the Youngstown and Detroit 

shrinking plans, this study identified that the unbalanced development pattern still 

jeopardised plan execution by sparking public outrage. 

Smart shrinkage plans in both cities were characterised by the development 

of the central and core districts and the demolition and greening of other neglected 

areas (see Figures 3 and 4). The consequences of such skewed planning have 

manifested in reality; Detroit’s development pattern has become unequal spatially 

since the city’s first right-sizing plan was proposed in 2012. Downtown and Midtown 

have experienced an unprecedented development boom, mainly led by the influx of 

technology companies, entertainment venues (e.g., sports stadiums and casinos), 

corporate headquarters (e.g., Chemical Bank), and the development of high-end 

residential apartments (e.g., the Griswold). James Cadariu, a midtown retailer who 

has lived in the city his entire life, underlined the city’s rapid transformation by 

noting, “I have never seen as much growth downtown as I do now” (Moskowitz 

2015). This trend contrasts sharply with a large amount of demolition work 

concentrated on neglected neighbourhoods outside the city centre. 

The severe spatial polarisation in Detroit, dubbed the “peripheral dual city” 

(Silverman 2020), has further exacerbated racial and economic segregation. 

According to a recent study (Lynch et al. 2021), Detroit’s median household incomes 

were generally similar across races and ethnic groups in 2015. However, the 

percentage of high-income white people has increased dramatically since 2017 
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compared to African Americans and Latinos. Additionally, as Downtown, Midtown, 

Corktown, Indian Village, and Rosedale Park have become the city’s new middle-

class residences, the white population increased from 10% to 15% from 2010 to 2018, 

while the black population instead decreased (McPhillips 2020). This change is 

surprising given that this is the first time since 1950 that Detroit’s white population 

has increased by much. 

The city’s polarisation has increased citizens’ criticism of the right-sizing 

plan by instilling feelings of loss, failure, and shame. Janet Tarpley (Denvir 2013), 

who represents some of Youngstown’s poorest districts, summarised the situation: 

“I really felt that my ward was totally left out in any real redevelopment.” “The only 

thing they want to do is give us green space... There is a push to redevelop downtown, 

and I am all for that. But there should also be a plan to redevelop businesses in the 

neighborhoods.” A professor of urban planning at Wayne State University also 

stated that the plan’s inequalities “provoked a lot of fear and anger and gave DFC a 

bad reputation” (Interviewee A). Prior research indicates that civic dissatisfaction 

contributes to the failure of planning objectives to be accomplished (Healey 2003). 

Accordingly, such unbalanced development of the right-sizing plan can be a barrier 

to its successful execution. 

The Lack of Detailed Strategy Guidance 

Occasionally, urban planning visions are proposed with broad implementation 

guidelines. Such strategy guidelines may allow for more flexible plan 

implementation, given the complex stakeholder engagement and future uncertainties. 

However, it is difficult to deny that excessive flexibility in a plan can detract from 
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the momentum and sustainability of the plan’s implementation. Raphaël Fischler 

(2012) underlined the significance of a realistic and detailed implementation strategy, 

arguing that “without a sensible implementation strategy, a plan is not likely to have 

much impact.” This study found the insufficiency of detailed strategy guidelines in 

the Youngstown and Detroit shrinking plans via three lenses: demolition and 

greening, urban infrastructure reduction, and population relocation. 

In terms of demolition and greening strategies, the Youngstown plan 

provided specified target sites and implementation directions down to the building 

scale, albeit without implementation priorities, timelines, or funding resources. On 

the other hand, the Detroit proposal provided a more open ending. While it stated 

funding strategies and procedures for selecting implementation areas, the target sites 

were presented in a vague manner using a neighbourhood-level land use map. 

Additionally, the DFC plan repeatedly stated the term “greening” (e.g., green 

infrastructure, green industrial, green residential, and greenway) but not their 

specific application instances and measures. This aspect supports Hachworth’s (2015) 

argument that the language of greening is actively used to sell the merits of 

demolition but disappears in narratives about future development suggestions. 

Furthermore, the premise that the land bank acquires adjacent parcels and develops 

them in conjunction should be satisfied first for successful greening on an 

appropriate scale. However, because of strong individual property rights and the 

limited budget of a declining city (Ryan and Gao 2019), this process is sporadically 

carried out, making the premise challenging to meet. 

Conversely, Youngstown’s urban infrastructure reduction strategy showed 

greater ambiguity than Detroit’s. Although the Youngstown plan stated, “not all 
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infrastructure can be maintained, and not all neighbourhoods can return to their past 

sustainability,” it did not present any potential target sites, execution plans, timelines, 

or funding strategies. On the contrary, the DFC plan precisely specified the strategy 

to be prioritised in high-vacancy zones of up to 88,300 people (Kirkpatrick 2015). It 

also outlined four vacancy classifications (i.e., high-, moderate-, and low-vacancy 

zones and downtown) and five methods (i.e., maintain, upgrade, replace, repurpose, 

and decommission) (Detroit Future City 2012). 

The population relocation strategy, possibly the most sensitive for target 

inhabitants, was vague in both plans. Although the Youngstown plan made no 

specific reference to resident relocation, it was implied by the presumption that 

residents would relocate as part of the public infrastructure and service reduction 

initiatives. Although the Detroit plan presented the vision, execution methods, and 

incentives, including a house swap programme, it did not specify compensation 

criteria or funding strategies. The DFC plan provided ambiguous guidance on the 

execution of the strategy. For example, the DFC plan stated that “nobody will be 

forced to move or denied the municipal equivalent of palliative care wherever they 

choose to live,” denying the prospect of forced relocation (Detroit Future City 2012). 

This phrase paradoxically implies that a population consolidation strategy would 

only occur if residents relocated voluntarily. However, this premise is unlikely to be 

readily realised, given residents’ pertinacious resistance to New York City’s planned 

shrinkage programme in the 1970s and a grassroots push to preserve their 

communities, as Kirkpatrick (2015) noted. Yet, it is also unrealistic to provide urban 

systems (e.g., water, electricity, and lighting supply) for very few inhabitants forever.  
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5. Implications to Mitigate the Impediments 

While few smart shrinkage plans have been effectively implemented in reality, 

research on the obstacles to the plan’s execution remains limited. Therefore, this 

study conducted a cross-case analysis of the two smart shrinkage plans in 

Youngstown and Detroit to conceptualise potential impediments and their effect 

channels. 

The study identified that the successful implementation of a smart shrinkage 

plan could be impeded by the following challenges: shrinking cities’ unstable fiscal 

conditions; the culture of growth pursuit; the ambiguity of the plan’s concepts; the 

plan’s uneven development features; and a lack of detailed strategic guidance. These 

factors interacted to cause the shrinkage plan to be delayed, accepted limitedly, or 

executed in fewer areas. The most critical channel was criticism of the plans from 

inhabitants in the downsizing communities. This is because collective resistance may 

become a force that delays plan execution or reorients the planning paradigm, as the 

two cases showed. This finding implies that sustaining the quality of life of 

marginalised inhabitants in shrinking regions may be the key to the effective 

implementation of smart shrinkage plans. 

This study can draw several implications based on its findings. First and 

foremost, it is critical to prevent marginalised groups from developing a sense of 

relative deprivation due to the active development of core commercial nodes. This 

is because severe criticism from the public could lead to the plan’s reversal, as the 

case of Detroit showed. In other words, the proliferation of the excessively wrapped 

perception that the right-sizing plan’s ultimate consequence always ends in city 
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polarisation is dangerous. Indeed, active developments promoted by land-based 

elites in limited areas may highlight residual devastation in a shrinking city. Such a 

sense of incongruity becomes a seed for the development of social inequality, 

possibly screening the public benefits of the right-sizing plan, such as improving the 

efficiency of urban infrastructure and services. Therefore, a clear priority 

implementation timeline for strategies must be established. For example, the plan 

can prioritise demolitions and repurposing of abandoned structures in shrinking areas 

to improve the places’ management level. After that, the development of major 

commercial clusters needs to be carried out, and the nodes need to be connected to 

the other shrinking areas by public transportation. Strategies for population 

relocation and urban infrastructure reduction should be undertaken carefully in the 

long term. 

Second, it is vital to establish and promote an image that the right-sizing 

plan would benefit citizens, including marginalised residents. Demonstrating the 

tangible benefits of right-sizing development can be a method for encouraging the 

relocation of residents. Benefits can be generated through programmes such as free 

and continuous house exchanges covering the entire city or the provision of 

temporary tax incentives. The current house swap programme in Detroit, the 

Bridging Neighborhoods Program, is too limited as it only covers the Delray 

neighbourhood. The programme’s operation funding should be actively tied to local 

foundations, private developers, and investors. In return, granting transfer of 

development credits (TDC) may be considered. 

Furthermore, realistic and feasible small-scale projects should be undertaken 

alongside an idealistic long-term goal. It is critical to establish a successful precedent 
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by carrying out right-sizing projects in the most deteriorated areas. A few successful 

pilot projects will attract new investment while alleviating some of the criticisms 

levelled at the shrinking-oriented approach. A long-term plan for right-sizing should 

be developed with a precise and realistic timeline, and public input and participation 

should be continuously accepted if consistent with its objective. This is because civic 

participation supports its continuity by enhancing trust and credibility in the plan. 

This study has limitations. Although this study identified potential barriers 

to smart shrinkage strategies through a literature study and interviews, some 

critiques may arise that require a statistical review. Therefore, research needs to be 

further examined the impacts of the barriers on the plan’s implementation with 

quantitative data samples in future research.  

The smaller number of case studies may be criticised in terms of 

generalisation. Nonetheless, the fiscal, cultural, and social conditions of both cities 

and the characteristics of the plans are the qualities that have been regularly 

observed in shrinking cities and plans in other nations. Furthermore, the cross-case 

analysis findings are still significant because Youngstown and Detroit’s plans were 

among the first and most well-known right-sizing plans adopted globally. Thus, the 

findings can apply to other shrinking cities and right-sizing plans after being 

modified for their contexts. 
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Chapter 3.  

 

Spaces Eliciting Negative and Positive Emotions in 

Shrinking Neighbourhoods: A Study in Seoul, South 

Korea Using EEG (Electroencephalography) 

 

 

1. Environmental Psychology in Shrinking Neighbourhoods 

A shrinking area in a city is widely regarded as a place where people feel intense 

negative emotions. Emotion is an immediate physiological response to perceived 

events or stimuli and is distinct from feelings, the conscious experience of emotions 

and physical sensations (e.g., hunger, pain, and pressure), or moods, a mix of feelings 

and emotions that last for hours, days, or even months (e.g., gloomy and romantic). 

As noted in previous studies, continuous depopulation and job loss in shrinking 

communities trigger the following issues: A rise in poverty for individuals and a 

community (Power and Mumford 1999), a reduction in opportunities for building 

social capital and social networks (Kawachi and Berkman 2001; Putnam 2000), an 

increase in vulnerability to crime, and even the creation of a strong neighbourhood 

stigma involving the area being viewed as abandoned and unwanted (Basolo and 
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Strong 2002). These circumstances result in people feeling negative emotions (e.g., 

anxiety and fear) about living in or visiting such neighbourhoods. 

However, some evidence suggests that people do not always feel unpleasant 

emotions in shrinking neighbourhoods. This argument is supported by studies 

examining the relationship between urban shrinkage and happiness in 38 major U.S. 

cities and 439 districts in Germany (Delken 2008; Hollander 2011). The studies 

found no statistically significant differences in citizen happiness between shrinking 

and growing cities. This finding implies that there are some shrinking 

neighbourhoods where people feel less intense negative emotions than in other 

shrinking areas.  

Despite this contrary discussion, the causes influencing citizens’ emotional 

differences between shrinking areas are little known. This is rather surprising, given 

that negative emotions critically affect a citizen’s physical and mental health. As 

proven in previous studies, daily exposure to negative emotions has a direct, negative 

effect on cardiovascular activity and the immune system (Salovey et al. 2000). 

Moreover, citizens’ emotions of anxiety and fear associated with public spaces 

restrict physical activities and social interactions, further evoking loneliness and 

social isolation, significantly associated with an increased risk of early mortality 

(Garvin et al. 2013).  

Previous psychological studies have investigated the emotional impacts of 

various factors that can occur in shrinking urban areas, such as economic crisis 

(Karakasidou et al. 2016), a decrease in social capital (Zou et al. 2018), a lack of 

public infrastructure (Zhen et al. 2018), political unrest and restrictions (Passarelli 

and Tabellini 2017), and even religious activities (Emmons 2005). Nevertheless, 
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empirical studies examining the emotional effects of specific environmental and 

personal characteristics reported in shrinking communities still remain insufficient. 

Therefore, this study aimed to analyse the impacts of environmental and 

personal characteristics in a shrinking area on individuals’ emotional levels. This 

study adopted electroencephalography (EEG) to detect emotions, regarding an 

increasing interest in measuring people’s psychological data in response to different 

environments (Lin et al. 2020; Neale et al. 2021; Tilley et al. 2017). The researcher 

measured 45 participants’ emotional valence levels in 12 different spots in Nangok-

dong, a shrinking area in Seoul, South Korea. This study categorised the experiment 

spots into 7 sites based on their environmental characteristics and used a multilinear 

regression method to identify differences in the emotional levels. Through these 

processes, this study addressed the following question: what environmental and 

personal characteristics affect individuals’ negative or positive emotions in a 

shrinking neighbourhood? 

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the theoretical and 

empirical studies on how environmental and personal features affect individuals’ 

emotions in shrinking areas and the EEG methods used in previous studies to analyse 

emotional levels; it also introduces research hypotheses; Section 3 introduces the 

personal characteristics of the test subjects, the experiment sites and their 

environmental characteristics, data collection and analysis methods; and Section 4 

presents the results of the analysis model to answer the research questions. This 

chapter culminates in discussing this study’s major findings, implications, 

limitations, and suggestions for future research.   
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2. Literature Review: Characteristics Affecting Emotions 

2.1. Emotions and Environmental Characteristics 

The present study categorises the environmental features that influence individuals’ 

emotions in a shrinking neighbourhood from two angles: urban design (e.g., green 

spaces and inactive frontages) and their management (e.g., management of 

abandoned houses and vandalism). On the one hand, studies on urban planning and 

environmental psychology have documented urban design features that affect 

people’s emotions. Overall, the literature suggests that natural environments, 

pedestrian-friendly designs, mixed land-uses, and promoted social interactions are 

the core characteristics for generating positive emotions, experiences, and pedestrian 

satisfaction. For example, according to the book City: Rediscovering the center, 

physical elements—trees, open spaces, attractive buildings and street designs, 

mixed-use developments, and social interactions—should be regarded as important 

for higher user satisfaction in public spaces (Whyte and Underhill 2012). Similarly, 

the book Great Streets underlined the importance of built-environment attributes for 

better pedestrian experiences, such as trees, diverse designs and usages of buildings, 

many doors and windows, and public spaces (Jacobs 1993). 

The emotional impacts of urban design have been examined in other studies. 

For instance, a study has reported a statistically significant association between 

active building with good street design (e.g., a front entrance) and stress, a 

psychological and physiological response that causes negative emotions (Brown et 

al. 2009). A survey-based study also discovered a strong link between urban open 

spaces and stress (Grahn and Stigsdotter 2003). Another study using the EEG method 
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reported that test subjects felt more anxiety when viewing traffic scenes than when 

viewing green urban settings (Yang et al. 2011). Similarly, there is evidence that 

natural scenes positively influence a person’s psychophysiological states (Ulrich 

1981). 

On the other hand, previous studies on urban shrinkage have focused on 

environmental management as a critical factor affecting citizens’ emotions. As stated 

in previous studies, shrinking communities face diverse issues, such as depopulation, 

job loss, increased crime vulnerability, weakened social capital, and inhabitants’ 

further-reduced willingness to manage their personal and community environments 

(Kim 2019; Power and Mumford 1999; Putnam 2000). The breakdown of social 

control in a community causes an increase in the neighbourhood’s physical disorder 

(e.g., vandalism, abandoned houses, and illegal dumping) and social disorder (e.g., 

drunkenness and fighting and arguing in public spaces). Previous studies have 

highlighted that the proliferation of physical and social disorders is a significant 

environmental factor that causes people to feel a negative mood, such as depression, 

as well as stress that causes negative emotions, such as fear and anxiety (Hill et al. 

2005; Saarloos et al. 2011). 

Well-managed environments in shrinking areas can improve people’s 

emotions and experiences. Previous studies found a statistically significant 

association between Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED), 

which is a design strategy to create safer neighbourhoods, and an increased sense of 

physical safety and psychological comfort (Lamoreaux and Sulkowski 2021; Sakip 

et al. 2012). Accordingly, well-managed interventions, such as the attractive design 
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of fences and street lights, have been widely applied in shrinking areas as a strategy 

to reduce people’s negative emotions of fear and anxiety. 

 

2.2. Emotions and Personal Characteristics 

Previous studies suggest that age, residence experience, and gender affect the degree 

of negative emotions in shrinking areas. Increased job losses push young people to 

move away from a shrinking neighborhood. Compared to the young, older people 

felt higher residential satisfaction in the same place (Barreira et al. 2019). They also 

revealed that a negative relationship existed between the length of living in a place 

and their satisfaction (Barreira et al. 2019). This finding raised a discussion that 

longer residences in a shrinking area raise the inhabitants’ awareness of shrinking, 

which lowers residential happiness. Furthermore, there is evidence that females have 

a higher sense of place attachment than males (Kamalipour et al. 2012). Given a 

significant association between positive emotions and place attachment, this result 

implies that females may feel more positive emotions in a shrinking neighbourhood 

than males (Scannell and Gifford 2017).  

 

2.3. Emotion Classification, Measurement, and EEG  

Emotion classification studies have been approached from one of two perspectives: 

discrete or dimensional models. Discrete emotion models argue that each emotion is 

a fundamentally distinct construct with a specific representation (Rosenberg and 

Ekman 1994), whereas dimensional emotion models propose that an emotional state 

can be described as a point in a multi-dimensional space (Ekman and Davidson 1994). 

In particular, among various dimensional models, the currently dominant one is the 
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two-dimensional model, such as the circumplex and vector models. Most of these 

dimensional models contain a significant dimension of valence that determines a 

specific emotion as negative or positive. 

The discrete model has been criticised on some points. One is that people 

rarely feel the “full-blown” basic emotions predicted by the discrete emotion model 

(e.g., joy, sadness, and fear), and there are many “borderline” emotions that the 

discrete model cannot explain in reality. This argument is supported by a study that 

found the discrete model’s much lower reliability in categorising emotionally 

ambiguous examples than the dimensional model (Eerola and Vuoskoski 2011). 

Regarding the issue, some authors favour the idea that emotional response 

measurements reflect dimensions rather than discrete states (Mauss and Robinson 

2009). 

Psychophysiological studies based on spatial distribution analysis of EEG 

signals have mostly focused on the frontal asymmetry of the two cerebral 

hemispheres to detect the valence level. The theory of emotional valence posits that 

the right hemisphere is dominant for negative emotions in terms of EEG signal 

amplitude, whereas the left hemisphere is dominant for positive emotions (Apicella 

et al. 2021; Canli et al. 1998; Davidson and Fox 1982). This idea has been widely 

embraced and expanded in previous studies that examined subjects’ emotions by 

comparing the inactivation of the two frontal hemispheres in response to stimuli 

(Davidson et al. 1990; Sullivan 2004; Zhao et al. 2018). Studies have stated that 

inactivation of the left frontal lobe is linked to negative emotions, while activation 

of the right frontal lobe is associated with positive emotions (Coan et al. 2006; 

Davidson 2004; Schmidt and Trainor 2001). The inactivation of the two frontal 
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hemispheres can be used by analysing EEG signals. For example, high alpha activity 

(8–12 Hz on the EEG frequency band), which is associated with relaxed states, and 

low beta activity (13–30 Hz on the EEG frequency band), associated with stress and 

anxiety, are both indicators of frontal inactivation (Buzsaki 2006; Huang et al. 2019; 

Petrantonakis and Hadjileontiadis 2011). F3 and F4 are prefrontal cortical positions 

that are important in emotion regulation and cognitive function control, hence they 

have been widely used to assess EEG signals. Given these principles, previous 

studies have analysed people’s negative or positive emotions by calculating their 

valence levels as in Equation (1) (Jebelli et al. 2018; Ramirez and Vamvakousis 

2012). 

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝛼(𝐹4)

𝛽(𝐹4)
−

𝛼(𝐹3)

𝛽(𝐹3)
 (1) 

Where, α(F4) represents the alpha-wave power extracted in the F4 position of the 

right frontal lobe, and β(F3) is the beta-wave power extracted in the F3 position of 

the left frontal lobe (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Electroencephalography (EEG) equipment and electrode locations: (a) a 

portable EEG device, EMOTIV EPOC+; (b) F3 and F4 electrode locations for the 

valence measurement 

Note: Note: This figure was redesigned by the author based on a picture from Emotiv 

(https://www.emotiv.com), retrieved on February 12, 2021.  

 

 

2.4. Research Hypotheses 

Based on the findings of literature reviews, this study proposes research hypotheses 

as follows: 

 Hypothesis 1: Emotional valence levels in open spaces with trees or active 

social interactions would be positive, whereas those in heavy traffic volumes 

or inactive frontages would be negative in a shrinking neighbourhood. 

 Hypothesis 2: Emotional valence levels amid abandoned houses, vandalism, 

or a central point of people loitering or smoking would be negative, while 

emotions in sites with installed CPTED strategies would be positive in a 

shrinking neighbourhood.  
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 Hypothesis 3: Emotional valence levels of older people, residents, and females 

would be more positive in a shrinking neighbourhood than younger people, 

visitors, and males. 

 

3. Research Method and Data 

This research method comprises 5 steps. First, this study selected 12 spots in which 

the environmental characteristics covered in the literature reviews were intensively 

located in a shrinking neighbourhood. Second, I collected the raw EEG data of each 

participant in the spots. Third, the researcher calculated the valence levels with the 

refined EEG data, showing the degree of negative or positive emotions. Fourth, the 

12 spots were classified into 7 sites based on a similarity of their environmental 

qualities. Fifth, a multilinear regression was conducted to compare the differences in 

emotional levels between the 7 environmental conditions. After these steps, the 

researcher analysed the results to suggest implications for the planning of shrinking 

neighbourhoods. 

 

3.1. Participants  

A total of 45 participants randomly recruited via online and field promotions 

participated in the experiments (42% male and 58% female) (see Figure 9). Their 

average age was 31.6 years (S.D. = 12.917). The participants consisted of 20 insiders 

living or working in a community and 25 outsiders who had never visited the site 

before. The participants’ principal occupations were students (55%), white-collar 

workers (20%), and other occupations (30%), including those with part-time 
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employment and homemakers.  

Before each experiment, all the participants were informed about the study 

(e.g., the experiment’s purpose and procedures, their right to not participate or to 

drop out, the privacy of their data, and the data-disposal method and plan). Only 

participants who signed an informed consent form could be involved in the EEG 

experiment; the researcher has kept the signed consent forms. 

 

 

Figure 9. Pictures of experiments and a recruiting poster 

 

3.2. Study Area 

As the study area, this study selected Nangok-dong, a major shrinking 

neighbourhood located the Gwanak district of Seoul, South Korea. Demographic and 

economic statistics indicate urban shrinkage in Nangok-dong. According to Seoul 

Statistics, from 2000 to 2020, there was a continuous decrease (21.34%) in the area’s 

population, from 35,665 to 28,054 (Seoul Statistics 2020). The number of businesses 

also showed a similar pattern, reducing by 14.97%, from 1,122 in 2006 to 954 in 

2019. In Nangok-dong, the percentages of residents over 65 years old (18.85% in 
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2020), with a disability (5.4% in 2017) and recipients of National Basic Living 

Security (5.0% in 2018) were considerably higher compared to those of Gawank-gu 

(15.47%, 3.9% and 2.9%, respectively) and Seoul (15.82%, 4.0% and 3.0%, 

respectively). Those of vulnerable social groups lived amid poor environmental 

management conditions, as evidenced by the percentage of deteriorated houses (16.4% 

in 2017). This concentration of marginalised social groups and the collapse of 

commercial functions within the shrinking community have inhibited the inflow of 

new residents (Jeon and Kim 2020). 

12 spots were selected in Nangok-dong in order to perform the EEG 

experiments. Experiment spot selection was conducted based on direct observations, 

discussions with local planners and landscape architects, and reference to a 

government planning report entailing residents’ complaints about the built 

environments of the community. Because the EEG experiment required a significant 

amount of time and intense work, from participant recruitment to EEG measurement 

with the headset, conducting the experiments in many different spots was limited in 

reality. Instead, the 12 major spots in Nangok-dong were identified that exemplify 

the environmental characteristics that influence people’s emotions, as reported in 

literature reviews (i.e., social interactions, open spaces, inactive frontages, social 

disorders, rubbish, vandalism, abandoned houses, vehicle-oriented environments, 

and CPTED). These characteristics represent the environmental qualities seen in 

typical low-rise shrinking residential areas in South Korea, as well as those widely 

documented in other neighbourhoods around the world, such as Baltimore’s 

Westside, Tokyo’s Okutama, and Manchester’s Moss Side. 
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3.3. Data Collection and Preprocessing 

The EEG field-experiments were conducted in the 12 spots from March 16, 2018 to 

May 20, 2018. The EMOTIV EPOC+, a non-invasive EEG headset device, was used 

for the data collection, as it has 14 sensors that satisfy the 10-20 system, an 

internationally recognised method to apply the location of scalp electrodes in an EEG 

study. The raw EEG data were extracted with a frequency range of 128 Hz using the 

application EmotivPRO v1.8.1. 

 

    

Figure 10. Illustration of field experiment setting 

 

The participants, while wearing the EEG headset, spent time (e.g., standing 

and slowly walking) in the spots with the guidance of a researcher who stayed 2 to 

3 metres behind them (see Figure 10). To control the generation of artificial noise 

from their muscle movements, all the test subjects were instructed not to speak, touch 

their faces, or move excessively. They were asked to rest for 3 minutes before 
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beginning an experiment in a different spot. The field experiments were conducted 

on sunny days, at temperatures between 10°C and 22°C and from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

on Fridays and Saturdays. 

 

 

Figure 11. Procedures to remove extrinsic and intrinsic noise from the raw data: 

(a) raw data noise; (b) a band-pass filter; (c) Independent Component Analysis 

(ICA); and (d) refined data 

 

Artificial noise was removed from the raw data using EEGLAB v.14.1.2 and 

MATLAB R2016a (see Figure 11). Raw EEG data can contain extrinsic and intrinsic 

noise generated by external sources (i.e., environmental noises) and internal sources 

(i.e., eye, muscle, and heart movements) (Gwin et al. 2010; Urigüen and Garcia-

Zapirain 2015). To eliminate the noise, this study first removed the epoch baseline, 

which might cause artifacts at the beginning and end of the EEG signal. Then, high 
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and low band filtering (0.1 Hz–30 Hz) were applied in order to remove the most 

common extrinsic noise (Hwang et al. 2018). Other channels not investigated in the 

research were eliminated, except for F3 and F4 channels, because interpolated 

channels might interfere with the independent component analysis (ICA). Following 

that, the study eliminated significant and noticeable artifacts, possibly generated by 

muscular movements, by visual inspection. Finally, the author used the ICA to 

remove intrinsic noise, as its effectiveness has been widely proven in previous 

studies (Delorme et al. 2007; McMenamin et al. 2010; Urrestarazu et al. 2004). 

Using the refined EEG data, this study analysed the emotional valence levels 

of the 45 participants in the 12 spots (n = 540). Using the Fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) algorithm, the researcher extracted the alpha-wave (8–12 Hz) and beta-wave 

(13–30 Hz) power at the specific scalp positions (F3 and F4) from the refined data. 

The extracted alpha- and beta-wave power were normalised by subtracting the 

participants’ baseline mean power, obtained within the first 20 seconds before the 

experiments to examine changes in their valence levels before and during the 

experiment (Cervera-Torres et al. 2021; Rogenmoser et al. 2016). The alpha- and 

beta-wave powers were transformed into valence values according to Equation (1). 

As a result, positive valence levels indicate the participants’ relatively positive 

emotional levels compared to before the experiment, while negative ones indicate 

their comparatively negative emotional levels. 

 
 

3.4. Clustering and Data Analysis 

This study categorised the 12 spots into 7 sites (see Figure 12). In the study area, 
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there were spots where multiple environmental characteristics were present in a 

location, which created an ambiguity issue when analysing individuals’ emotional 

responses to each environmental condition. Thus, the researcher conducted a cluster 

analysis using Stata SE 16.1 in order to solve the issue and present one location’s 

representative characteristics. Two hierarchical clustering methods were used for the 

cluster analysis: the ward’s linkage method and the average-linkage method using 

Euclidean distance. Seven groups of environmental characteristics were selected as 

they showed the highest clustering effectiveness, with a pseudo-F statistic value of 

20.73 for both methods (see Appendix 3). 

Tables 2 and 3 show each site’s predominant environmental characteristics: 

site 1 for a less-crowded commercial street with active social interaction (SI), site 2 

for a less-crowded open space (OS), site 3 for an open space with social disorder 

(OSSD), site 4 for inactive frontages with CPTED (IFC), site 5 for inactive frontages 

with vandalism (IFVSD), site 6 for abandoned houses with vandalism (AHV) and 

site 7 for vehicle-oriented environments (VOEs). 

 

Table 2. Environmental characteristics of experiment sites 

Note: 1 indicates the presence of each variable in a site, while 0 shows the lack of each variable. 
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2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

5 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 1 0 
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Figure 12. Location and pictures of the study area, experiment spots and sites 

Note: This figure was redesigned based on Google Maps in Nangok, retrieved July 9, 2021.  
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Table 3. Definitions and descriptive statistics of key variables 

Variable Definition N 
Mean  

(S.D) 
Min. Max. 

Dependent Variable  

Emotion Valence level  540 -0.034 

(0.307) 

-2.303 2.337 

Personal Characteristics      

Residential status Residents or workers in the 

community: 1; Visitor: 0 

540 0.444 0 1 

Gender Male: 1; Female: 0 540 0.494 0 1 

Age Age of participant (years old) 540 31.6 

(12.917) 

12 65 

Environmental Characteristics     

Social interaction (SI) Presence of people sitting, socialising 

and staying amid less-crowded 

commercial streets  

(0, no; 1, yes) 

12 0.167 0 1 

Open space (OS) Presence of a less-crowded open space 

(0, no; 1, yes) 

12 0.083 0 1 

Open space with social 

disorder 

(OSSD) 

Presence of open space in which 

children play but teenagers smoke and 

loiter in a group, and people drink 

alcohol  

(0, no; 1, yes) 

12 0.083 0 1 

Inactive frontages with 

CPTED  

(IFC) 

Presence of inactive street frontages 

with high retaining walls and a fire 

extinguisher, CCTVs, emergency 

alarms, wall paintings and stickers for 

crime prevention (0, no; 1, yes)  

12 0.167 0 1 

Inactive frontages with 

vandalism (IFV) 

Presence of inactive street frontages 

with high retaining walls and broken 

street lights  

(0, no; 1, yes) 

12 0.167 0 1 

Abandoned houses with 

vandalism (AHV) 

Presence of abandoned houses with 

broken windows and street lights (0, 

no; 1, yes) 

12 0.083 0 1 

Vehicle-oriented 

environment  

(VOE) 

Absence of pedestrian footpaths on 

streets with high traffic volume (0, no; 

1, yes) 

12 0.25 0 1 

Note: The mean shows the average level of each variable in the experiment area (12 spots).  

 

Multilinear regression was conducted to predict the impact of environmental 

and personal characteristics on the participants’ emotional levels while in the 

shrinking neighbourhood of Nangok-dong. The dependent variable was the valence 

level, indicating the participants’ relative positive or negative emotional levels 
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compared to before the experiment; the independent variables consisted of his or her 

personal characteristics (residential status, gender and age) and the 7 sites of 

environmental characteristics. This study selected the SI site, which has been widely 

stated in other studies as an essential factor that promotes positive emotions, as a 

reference category for estimating the differences in emotional levels between the 

reference site and the other sites. The model equation is as follows:  

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡) + 𝛽2(𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒) + 𝛽3(𝐴𝑔𝑒) + 𝛽4(𝑂𝑆) + 𝛽5(𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐷)

+𝛽6(𝐼𝐹𝑉) + 𝛽7(𝐼𝐹𝐶) + 𝛽8(𝐴𝐻𝑉) + 𝛽9(𝑉𝑂𝐸) + 𝜖 (2)
 

Where 𝑌 is coded as the participants’ average emotional level (i.e., valence level) 

in the sites; 𝛽0 is constant, the adjusted mean of the SI site; 𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3 represent 

personal characteristics of resident, male, and age; 𝛽4, 𝛽5, 𝛽6, 𝛽7, 𝛽8, 𝛽9 indicate the 

emotional-level differences between each site and the reference category, and 𝜖 is 

the residuals.  

 

4. Results  

4.1. Negative and Positive Emotions in Nangok 

Table 4 presents the multilinear regression results. A significant regression equation 

was found (F(9,530) = 3.48, p = 0.000) with an R-squared value of 0.085, so 8.5% 

of the variation in individuals’ emotions could be explained by the model containing 

the independent variables. This study also found a nearly medium effect size in the 

regression model (Cohen’s 𝑓2= 0.093). This model’s data met the assumptions of 

linearity, collinearity and homogeneity of variance. Although the standardised 

residuals were approximately normally distributed in the Q-Q plot, the assumption 
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of normality was not satisfied in the Shapiro–Wilk test. Therefore, robust standard 

errors were used to fix the normality of this model. 

 

Table 4. Multilinear regression results for the impacts of personal characteristics 

and environmental characteristics on individuals’ emotional valence levels 

 
Emotion 

(valence level) 

Variable Coef. (Robust S.E.) p > |z| 

Personal Characteristics    

Residential status 0.058* (0.022) 0.010 

Gender -0.072* (0.030) 0.015 

Age 0.002 (0.001) 0.111 

Environmental Characteristics    

Open space (OS) 0.004 (0.071) 0.950 

Open space with social disorder (OSSD) -0.117** (0.038) 0.002 

Inactive frontages with CPTED (IFC) -0.122** (0.042) 0.004 

Inactive frontages with vandalism (IFV) -0.136** (0.046) 0.003 

Abandoned houses with vandalism (AHV) -0.140** (0.042) 0.001 

Vehicle-oriented environment (VOE) -0.179*** (0.043) 0.000 

Constant 0.016 (0.048) 0.742 

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 

 

Regarding environmental characteristics, although there was no statistically 

significant difference in the emotional valence levels between the SI and OS sites, 

the results revealed statistically significant differences in the valence levels between 

the SI site and the other 5 sites, such as OSSD, IFC, IFV, AHV, and VOE. The 

average valence levels in each site were more negative by 0.117 (OSSD), 0.122 

(IFC), 0.136 (IFV), 0.140 (AHV) and 0.179 (VOE) in valence levels than those in 

the SI site.  

Figure 13, the estimated marginal means, shows each site’s emotional 

valence levels in the shrinking neighbourhood of Nangok-dong. The results indicate 

the answer to hypothesis (1) and (2), the environmental characteristics affecting 
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negative or positive emotions. On average, the participants felt positive emotions 

only in 2 sites: OS (margin = 0.080) and SI (margin = 0.075), which is consistent 

with previous studies (Grahn and Stigsdotter 2003; Jacobs 1993; Whyte and 

Underhill 2012). In contrast, the participants, on average, felt intense negative 

emotions while amid poor levels of urban design or management, such as IFV 

(margin = -0.061), AHV (margin = -0.065) and VOEs (margin = -0.104); these 

results support evidence from other studies (see Appendix 4) (Brown et al. 2009; 

Hill et al. 2005; Saarloos et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2011). Interestingly, negative 

emotional levels, on average, were also measured in spots where the factors of urban 

design and management complexly existed, such as OSSD (margin = -0.042) and 

IFC (margin = -0.046). 
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Figure 13. Predictive marginal means of environmental characteristics with 95% CIs 

Note: This figure was redesigned based on Google Maps in Nangok, retrieved July 9, 2021.  
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In terms of personal characteristics, Table 4 also shows the answers to 

hypothesis (3) related to the effects of personal characteristics on someone’s 

emotions. Residential status and gender are statistically significant predictors of his 

or her emotional reactions, while age is insignificant. The research participants who 

had either living or working experience in an area felt more positive emotions, by 

0.083 (p = 0.010) in their valence level, than those who had never visited the site 

before the experiment. This result is inconsistent with the argument in a study that 

longer living experiences in a shrinking area rather lower residential happiness by 

increasing the inhabitants’ awareness of the negative community changes caused by 

urban shrinkage (Barreira et al. 2019). Table 4 also shows that males felt more 

negative emotions, by 0.072 (p = 0.015) in the valence level, than females; this result 

supports previous studies that have suggested that women feel more positive 

emotions than men as they feel a higher neighbourhood attachment than men 

(Kamalipour et al. 2012). 

 

5. Development of Shrinking Yet Satisfactory Neighbourhoods  

Although shrinking neighbourhoods are places where people feel negative emotions 

in cities, some evidence indicates that people experience less negative emotions in 

some areas than in other areas. Nevertheless, empirical studies analysing the impacts 

of environmental and personal characteristics on individuals’ negative or positive 

emotions in a shrinking area remain insufficient. Analysis of the emotional effects 

of such characteristics may reveal the environmental and personal reasons for the 

differences in citizens’ emotions between the shrinking communities; this will 
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contribute to creating healthy and liveable urban neighbourhoods. 

This study used EEG to measure research participants’ emotional valence 

levels amid various environmental conditions in a shrinking area and used a 

multilinear regression model with the collected EEG data to assess emotional 

impacts. This study revealed two significant findings on environmental and personal 

attributes that affect people’s emotions in a shrinking area.  

The finding on environmental characteristics is that people felt positive 

emotions at sites where both urban design factors and their management were both 

satisfactory at appropriate levels. People’s average emotions on other sites, where 

either one of the two factors was absent, were negative (i.e., open space with social 

disorder, inactive frontages with CPTED or vandalism, abandoned houses, and 

vehicle-oriented environments). This finding is supported by the two results. First, 

although the participants felt positive emotions in a less-crowded open space, they 

contrastively experienced negative emotions in another similar open space often 

used by teenagers who were smoking and loitering or older people drinking alcohol. 

This contrary result means that citizens are likely to feel negative emotions even in 

a well-designed space if it involves signs of social disorder, including anti-social 

behaviour.  

Second, although the participants felt slightly more positive emotions in the 

space of inactive frontages with CPTED than in the space of similar inactive 

frontages with vandalism, the average emotional level in the space with CPTED was 

still negative objectively. These results revealed that the presence of CPTED could 

not utterly neutralise people’s negative emotions while in the shrinking area, which 
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is inconsistent with previous studies (Lamoreaux and Sulkowski 2021; Sakip et al. 

2012). From this perspective, it is difficult to deny the possibility that CPTED was 

not implemented in the area as effectively as it should have been. The presence of 

CPTED among deteriorated or unmanaged environments could create a strong 

contrast in the context of environmental management; this contrast could make 

pedestrians feel anxiety and fear when passing by specific spots that reveal a 

shrinking area’s crime hotspots. Given these results, while each urban design and 

environmental management affect citizens’ positive emotions separately, balancing 

between the factors at appropriate levels is key to effectively delivering their positive 

functions to shrinking neighbourhoods. 

The finding on personal characteristics is that people who had lived or 

worked in the neighbourhood for a long time and women felt more positive emotions 

than visitors and men. This finding is consistent with arguments from previous 

studies: Long-term residents and women have a greater sense of place attachment 

than short-term residents and men (Barreira et al. 2019; Kamalipour et al. 2012), and 

a sense of place attachment is significantly associated with positive emotions in 

places (Scannell and Gifford 2017). People with relatively higher place attachment 

or positive emotions towards their shrinking cities (e.g., long-term residents and 

women) reported a higher willingness to stay in their communities, meaning a lower 

probability of leaving them in the near future (Barreira et al. 2019). In other words, 

even if a neighbourhood shrinks, it can be primarily composed of people who have 

positive emotions and a sense of attachment to the area. The finding implies the 

possibility that a shrinking neighbourhood can maintain a sense of satisfaction as 
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long as the area is carefully managed. Of course, this study has a limitation on 

relatively insufficient sample sizes, as the researcher used EEG for emotion 

measurements. Therefore, this discussion needs to be further investigated in future 

studies with larger sample sizes. 

The findings have several policy implications in the context of the 

development of shrinking urban areas. Creating more pedestrian-friendly 

environments that promote social networks in shrinking communities as well as 

managing them well are core strategies to improve people’s emotions and mental 

and physical health. 

Regarding the negative impacts of physical disorders on emotions shown in 

the results, abandoned properties, underused spaces and leftover spaces should be 

well managed or gradually transformed into community facilities. The local 

government could merge these spaces and transform them into various facilities, 

such as green spaces, children’s parks and even community-based gardening areas 

for growing food. This strategy could help eliminate potential spots for social 

disorders such as crime, drugs, group smoking and drinking, which create an intense 

atmosphere of stress and social disharmony. Moreover, inactive street frontages, 

which this study found provoke negative emotions, need to be transformed into 

active frontages on narrow and shaded streets, including sufficient windows, 

entrances, terraces, and street width for future development. These strategies could 

enhance people’s perceived safety and increase social interactions in the community. 

However, these strategies should be based on social engagement and 

participation by gradually empowering a broader civic society. The process of 
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demolishing undesirable properties and places linked to the past can inadvertently 

erase the emotional attachment that bonds residents to their shrinking neighbourhood 

(Kim 2019). 

Here, residents’ neighbourhood attachment and positive emotions are 

important assets for urban renewal projects in the future. Their emotional 

connections to the community promote their engagement in environmental 

revitalisation projects as well as ultimately reinforce the attachment and participation 

of other people in the community (Anguelovski 2013). Therefore, their positive 

emotions and community attachment should be actively utilised in conjunction with 

various public government financial and policy support, and local planning experts. 

This present study has some limitations. The range of environmental 

characteristics dealt with is limited; there can be other variables that affect 

individuals’ emotions while in shrinking spaces. Therefore, it is expected that 

parallel studies of other environmental characteristics, such as street connectivity, a 

view-corridor, building or population density, or visible sky ratios, would enhance 

the study’s generalisability.  

This study analysed the degrees of negative or positive emotions, but it did 

not distinguish between various emotional states. Specific emotional states can be 

classified by analysing emotional arousal levels, which indicate a person’s activity 

or passivity, and valence levels. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse valence and 

arousal levels for future studies to reveal the correlations between emotional states 

and environmental and personal characteristics in shrinking neighbourhoods. 
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This present study analysed emotional reactions only in a shrinking area in 

Seoul, South Korea; therefore, there can be criticism that it is difficult to generalise 

the results to other countries with regard to environmental and cultural differences. 

However, the environmental elements classified in this study appear universally in 

deteriorated environments of a typical shrinking neighbourhood, such as vandalism, 

abandoned houses, inactive street facades and social disorders. These elements were 

chosen based on the results of previous research on these factors’ impacts on 

individuals’ emotions, perceptions and experiences in other countries. In this respect, 

the findings can be sufficiently generalisable and can be applied to shrinking 

neighbourhoods in other countries after modifying them for their contexts.  
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Chapter 4. 

 

Attributes of the positive side of urban shrinkage: 

Evidence from the case studies in Seoul, South Korea  

 

 

1. New Perspective on Urban Shrinkage 

A large body of research on shrinking cities has focused on the negative aspects of 

urban change. The tragic process of depopulation, job losses, and neighbourhood 

stigmatisation has been widely reported worldwide (Martinez-Fernandez et al. 2016; 

Mykhnenko and Turok 2008; Shan et al. 2020; Wiechmann and Pallagst 2012). 

Unemployment, housing vacancies, environmental deterioration, inefficient use of 

public infrastructure, increased crime rates, weakened social capital, ageing, 

disinvestment and tax deficits have been documented in previous studies (Haase et 

al. 2014; Liu et al. 2020; Mallach 2012). Accordingly, understanding the location, 

damage, and impacted populations associated with shrinking has emerged as an 

integral part of contemporary urban studies. 

However, some attributes of urban shrinkage seem far less harmful than 

others. As noted by Hollander (2011, 2018), the depopulation of an urban area is 
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negative for some people but can benefit the remaining residents because it reduces 

vehicular traffic and crowding. As dissatisfied people move away, shrinking 

communities may become composed of residents with relatively higher levels of 

contentment (Cho et al. 2022). Their higher sense of attachment to a place can 

contribute to improving a community’s environmental management. The outward 

movement of an industry, which results in job losses, may offer firms a chance to 

employ a diverse workforce, as seen in Germany’s Ruhr cities, where traditional 

manufacturing has been replaced by high-tech industries (Bartholomae et al. 2017). 

In recent years, there has been a call for reframing the perspective on 

shrinkage. In recent commentaries in the Journal of Urban Design, Moudon (2019) 

stated that “shrinking cities can present opportunities which urban designers and 

planners need to prepare for.” The premise is that some aspects of urban shrinkage 

can be endured without devastating the quality of life and that the remaining 

communities can benefit from shrinkage. Following this viewpoint, the built 

environments of shrinking urban areas do not always need to be left to pessimistic 

views. 

When opportune circumstances come, some changes associated with urban 

shrinkage may pave the way for reinventing a city’s neglected and declining districts. 

One rationale is that planning decisions in the middle of shrinkage can be more open 

to considering long-term benefits than immediate gains for a few (Moudon 2019). If 

urban design interventions are successfully assembled with participatory planning 

and supportive politics, integrated forces can create an opportune moment for 

placemaking. Additionally, many local or provincial governments exercise 
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administrative power in shrinking areas via public funding or rezoning legislation 

(OECD 2019). Following this perspective, framing conditions for successful urban 

design are needed in shrinking cities. 

Unfortunately, understanding this perspective is still in its early stages in the 

urban design and planning literature. This is rather surprising, given that many urban 

plans have been developed and implemented worldwide during times of crisis 

(Ponzini 2016). Shrinkage is neither reaching a deadlock nor being rendered 

hopeless for regrowth, considering urban life-cycle theory (Hall and Hay 1980; Van 

den Berg et al. 1982) as well as new growth after a decline that has been 

demonstrated in many places (Alves et al. 2016; Cheshire 2006). Even in the most 

challenging times, urban design initiatives need to be undertaken to “change things 

one step at a time, with the hope of scaling up” in the future (Ryan 2019). 

Therefore, this current study aimed to examine the little-known positive side 

of shrinkage that can be leveraged for future successful urban design initiatives. 

Literature reviews were first undertaken to conceptualise the beneficial qualities of 

shrinking cities. Researchers then conducted a cross-case analysis to examine how 

each attribute of shrinkage could appear, be utilised, and influence shrinking districts. 

Case studies were performed in three districts in Seoul, South Korea, that had 

experienced shrinkage but recently showed signs of revitalisation: Sewoon, Seongsu, 

and Changshin. Through these processes, this study addressed the following 

questions (see Figure 14): (1) What are the potential positive—or at least less 

harmful—sides of urban shrinkage in the light of initiating urban design and 
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planning? (2) How do urban design processes interact with the positive aspects of 

urban shrinkage? 

 

Figure 14. Chapter 4 concept diagram 

 

This current research is structured as follows. First, this study introduces 

four hypothetical propositions on the social, urban planning, environmental and 

industrial benefits associated with shrinkage. Then, this study introduces the research 

method, study sites, data collection processes and analysis processes. The analysis 

results are presented in the next section to answer the research questions. This study 

concludes with a discussion of the major findings, implications, limitations and 

suggestions for future research. 

 

2. Literature Review: Positive Attributes of Shrinking Cities 

Collective Actions Led by Despair from Shrinkage  

A shrinking urban area often leaves citizens and business owners feeling hopeless. 

Dissatisfaction becomes deeply rooted in the withdrawal of a grand-scale plan, as 

shown by the cancellation of an urban revitalisation district. Whereas withdrawal per 

se is not a positive sign, a potential game-changer may emerge afterwards, especially 

among the remaining people. In response to the void of a planning vision, collective 

actions for change arise (Friendly 2017). Multiple voices of residents, business 

owners, and employees are instrumental in moulding planning initiatives. However, 
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scattered voices alone do not set the stage for change. As argued by Innes and Booher 

(2004), efforts should be backed by empowered groups, creative professionals, 

motivated property owners, and planning groups. Increasing the chances of citizen 

participation in local plans can become a middle ground for various stakeholders to 

reach a consensus. 

A Grand Plan Replaced by Small-Scale Projects 

A bottom-up movement claiming a change in urban planning strategies and forward-

looking actions can lead to small-scale, easily implementable plans that replace 

grand-scale plans. Roberts and Townshend (2017) pointed out that “... (grandiose) 

visions that would lead to a sterile, homogenous environment... will no longer attract 

investment” in a difficult time and place; instead, small-scaled projects can “offer 

the potential to be more responsive” to a community’s collective wishes. Once 

collective criticism turns into a few pilot projects with foreseeable changes, 

subsequent public funding and administrative support can initiate a process for urban 

design. 

Availability of Less-Competitive Land and Built Property for Transformative Uses 

Urban shrinkage is associated with less intense competition for public and private 

resources (Moudon 2019). Land and built properties are no exception. Reduced 

claims for urban spaces can generate unoccupied lands, properties, or open spaces. 

As long as the negative impact of abandonment is well managed, vacant spaces can 

provide an opportunity to reimagine the future of shrinking cities. This notion is 

reflected in previous studies that argue that shrinkage can create an opportunity to 
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provide recreational spaces through re-naturalisation or mitigate the risk of disasters 

with green infrastructure (Lima and Eischeid 2017; Németh and Hollander 2016; 

Schilling and Logan 2008; Weaver et al. 2017). 

Rediscovery of Local Industrial Values and Know-How 

Many shrinking cities face demographic decline but have favourable environments 

for localised job creation and industrial development. So-called “smartly shrinking 

cities” with economic growth are found in many places (Ma et al. 2020). The values 

of local industries and their know-how become valuable assets for urban 

regeneration projects, particularly in urban districts that lack built-environmental 

assets suited for transformative use or that are favourable for residences and 

businesses. Once local industry know-how is linked to new industries, technologies, 

or motivated entrepreneurs, the likelihood of industrial innovation grows, which is a 

seed for economic resurrection, as proven by the cases of many Ruhr cities and East 

German cities (Bartholomae et al. 2017). 

 

3. Research Method and Case Studies 

This section comprises three parts. First, the research method and its justification are 

discussed. Second, the study sites and the rationale for their selection are presented. 

The third section describes how each district’s data was acquired and how the data 

was analysed. 

This present study validated four hypothetical propositions in the literature 

review by qualitatively investigating the revitalisation process of shrinking districts 

in Seoul. A case study method was used for the analysis. Criticism of this method 
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may arise, as a single case study may be better suited for uncovering particularity 

than generalisation (J. C. Greene and Caracelli 1997). However, as noted by 

Creswell (2014), case analysis can be used to validate a theory if multifaceted and 

rich information (e.g., observations, interviews and reference data) on multiple cases 

is analysed. Common findings from multiple case studies may be generalised to a 

broader theory (Yin 2009). Following this viewpoint, this study performed three case 

studies. 

 

3.1. Study Areas 

The case study sites were three districts in Seoul: Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin, 

which were selected for the following reasons. First, in the 2000s, all three districts 

witnessed rapid depopulation, employment losses, and environmental degradation. 

These phenomena are the characteristics commonly reported in shrinking districts 

(e.g., Collinwood in Cleveland and Cova da Moura in Lisbon) and shrinking cities 

worldwide (e.g., Leipzig in Germany and Detroit in the US). Second, the Sewoon, 

Seongsu, and Changshin districts are located in the same city and have comparable 

scales of 440,000m^2, 886,560m^2 and 800,000m^2, respectively. When analysing 

these districts comparatively, these commonalities are important to offset the effects 

of differing urban planning and policies, governance systems, and sociocultural 

variations. Third, since mid-2010, these districts have experienced local 

revitalisation. Lastly, these districts differ in terms of development circumstances as 

well as environmental and locational aspects. These distinctions are significant in 

analysing each district’s unique story of how the positive qualities of shrinkage 

happened and were utilised. 
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Figure 15. Locations and signs of urban shrinkage in the Sewoon, Seongsu and 

Changshin districts 

Note: This figure was redesigned based on Google Maps in Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin, 

retrieved on September 14, 2021. 

 

Sewoon District 

Sewoon district, located next to Seoul’s central business district, was formerly 

known for its high-end residences and the city’s electrical, printing, metal, sound, 

and lighting industries, mixed with commercial zones. This area thrived until the 

1970s but began to shrink after the 1980s as other districts developed (i.e., 
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commercial areas in Yongsan and high-end apartments around the Han River and 

Gangnam district). Accordingly, this district experienced depopulation and job 

losses. The population dropped by 63.06%, from 58,366 in 1980 to 21,558 in 2015, 

while businesses decreased by 15.53%, from 42,529 in 2000 to 35,926 in 2010 

(Seoul Statistics 2020). Old factories, small shops, and houses were abandoned in 

dilapidated structures, hidden in shady, narrow alleys inaccessible to automobiles 

(see Figure 15).  

Seongsu District 

Seongsu district, situated in the eastern part of Seoul, was formerly the heart of the 

city’s footwear and printing industries. This area had a mix of industrial and 

residential land uses that began to shrink with the decline of its local industries (e.g., 

shoemaking and printing) due to the economic downturn in the 1990s and the 

weakening of industrial competitiveness. Consequently, the total population 

dramatically decreased by 58.37%, from 73,368 in 1980 to 30,541 in 2010 (Seoul 

Statistics 2020). Abandoned factories, warehouses, and houses represented 

shrinkage in the area neglected by redevelopment plans (see Figure 15). This 

circumstance contrasted with nearby neighbourhoods where high-end residential or 

new industrial development plans were already progressing. 

Changshin District 

Changshin district is located behind Dongdaemun, the centre of Seoul’s fashion 

industry, along the hills of Naksan Mountain. This residential area with small 

factories and shops shrank with the stagnation of the sewing industry due to the rapid 
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revitalisation of online shopping systems and an increasing proportion of 

outsourcing abroad in the sewing industry since the mid-1990s. Because of their 

intense workload, most sewing businesses and low-income jobs in the district had 

not passed down through generations; the younger generation had left the area 

searching for new job opportunities. The number of businesses decreased by 10.52%, 

from 3,677 in 2000 to 3,290 in 2010. The total population dropped by 6.65%, from 

31,944 in 2000 to 29,819 in 2010 (Seoul Statistics, 2020). Only a few artisans who 

led the country’s sewing industry in its glory days were left behind in small and 

blighted factories and houses (see Figure 15). 

 

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis 

The researchers conducted office and fieldwork to analyse how the four positive 

traits of shrinkage affected the revitalisation of each shrinking district. Data were 

collected in the forms of literature, statistical data, observations and interviews. 

Data on each case included government policy and development plans, local 

community reports, newspapers, and previous academic studies. The researchers 

acquired statistical data from the Korea National Statistical Office on population 

changes and the number of businesses and employees per case from 1980 to 2019. 

From March 2021 to December 2021, direct observations of the sites were conducted 

to document field experiences and take photos. Interview data were collected via 

conversations with 12 local stakeholders, including residents, local planners, 

government officials, and a small-business owner (see Table 5). The interviews were 

conducted in an unstructured format to build rapport with local stakeholders, as 

inquiring about the positive attributes of shrinkage can be a sensitive topic for those 
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who have endured related tragedies. The participants were all informed about the 

research before the interviews (e.g., the purpose of the interview, their right to not 

participate, and their interview data privacy). All interviews were recorded with their 

permission, except for one structured email interview. 

 

Table 5. Information on the interviewees 

Name District Position Gender 
Age 

(y.o.) 

Interview 

Duration  

(Min.) 

Interviewee A Sewoon Small-business owner Male 28 15 

Interviewee B Sewoon Staff in the community 

centre 

Female 25 19 

Interviewee C Seongsu Local planner Female 35 Email 

Interviewee D Seongsu Resident Female 41 35 

Interviewee E Seongsu Resident Female 38 27 

Interviewee F Changshin Local planner Female 40 35 

Interviewee G Changshin Local planner Male 32 34 

Interviewee H Changshin Local planner Male 42 22 

Interviewee I Changshin Sewing artisan Female 57 28 

Interviewee J Changshin Staff in Sewing Museum 

and Resident 

Female 55 19 

Interviewee K Changshin Staff in Sewing Museum 

and Resident 

Female 52 26 

Interviewee L Changshin Government official Male 57 12 
 

The collected data were analysed to investigate the regeneration processes 

of the three shrinking districts. The literature and interview data were mainly used 

to examine the types of urban developments and policies implemented in each 

district and stakeholders’ reactions. Direct observations and statistical data were 

employed to assess traces of the positive attributes of shrinkage in each district and 

their influences. In this process, the authors used common patterns from varied data 

to minimise biased interpretations. 

A cross-case analysis was performed by analysing unique or common 

narratives from each case. This analysis was divided into two stages. The first was 
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to examine how positive attributes of shrinkage occurred in each district, and the 

second was to analyse the utilisation mechanism of beneficial qualities in each 

district and the accompanying effects. 

 

4. Results 

4.1. Positive Attributes of Shrinkage Observed in Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin 

The study revealed two significant findings on urban shrinkage. The first finding is 

that potentially beneficial circumstances can appear even if urban districts shrink. 

Positive shrinkage attributes emerged in social, urban planning, environmental, and 

industrial aspects across the three case districts (see Figure 16), which answers the 

research question (1). 

 

Figure 16. Summary diagram of a cross-case analysis 
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The social attribute is that the spread of despair created by shrinking 

promotes collective action. The sources of despair varied for each case: for example, 

recurrent withdrawals of grand development plans in Sewoon, a lack of a planning 

vision in Seongsu and a massive development plan in Changshin that included the 

entire development plan demolition. When tragic experiences continue for an 

extended period or are repeated, local people’s despair can change to rage, resulting 

in collective actions, as noted in socio-psychological research (Wlodarczyk et al. 

2017). Grassroots resistance movements also emerged differently depending on the 

local contexts: protesting readily actionable plans in Sewoon, demanding 

revitalisation of the local economy and renovating neglected environments in 

Seongsu, and insisting on the preservation of local industrial clusters in Changshin. 

Meanwhile, a call for increased citizen engagement in local planning commonly 

appeared in the three districts. 

The attribute of the urban planning aspect is the rise of small-scale projects, 

which displaced the ambitions proposed through a grand plan. This change can 

obtain further momentum when paired with the arising discourse about the 

disadvantages of large-scale development plans, including the destruction of 

communities and the displacement of inhabitants. A shift in the scale of the 

development plans was apparent in both Sewoon and Changshin, except for Seongsu, 

which lacked a planning vision. Indeed, eight integrated development zones 

envisaged in 2006 in the Sewoon district were fragmented into 171 small- and 

medium-sized development zones in 2014 (see Figure 17). In Changshin, an 
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ambitious demolition and development plan was replaced in 2014 by 25 small-scale 

and bottom-up projects. 

 

 

Figure 17. Changes in the Urban Renewal Promotion Zone in Sewoon district 

from 2009 to 2014  

Note: This figure was redesigned based on Google Maps in Sewoon, retrieved on September 14, 

2021. 

 

The environmental attribute is that less-competitive land and built property 

in declining areas increase the availability of idle or affordable spaces for 

transformative uses. Such space transformations appeared in two types across the 

cases. One is private sector-led space transformations centred on commercial 

activities (e.g., trendy restaurants, coffee shops, or fashion stores), largely observed 

in Seongsu. The other is public sector-led space transformations centred on social 

activities (e.g., affordable housing, open spaces or community centres), which were 
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dominant in Changshin. These two types of space transformations appeared in 

Sewoon in a balanced manner. 

The industrial attribute is the rediscovery and utilisation of forgotten local 

industrial values and know-how. In all three regions, attempts to break the vicious 

cycle of economic stagnation by leveraging the advantages of local industry were 

prevalent. The strategies consisted of physical initiatives (e.g., environmental 

improvement of local industrial clusters and the development of industry museums 

and exhibition halls) and social initiatives (e.g., organising community technician 

groups and collaboration programmes between local artisans and younger 

generations). These projects commonly appeared across the three districts. However, 

considering the projects implemented and their budgets in each district, Changshin, 

which relied heavily on a single local industry, placed the greatest emphasis on using 

industrial assets, whereas Seongsu placed the least emphasis. 

 

4.2. Utilisation Processes and Impacts of Positive Attributes of Shrinkage   

The second finding is that positive shrinkage attributes may create opportunities for 

revitalising declining communities if properly utilised by stakeholders. This current 

study discovered the utilisation of beneficial shrinkage attributes and their effects on 

the revitalisation processes of the three shrinking districts. The following section 

provides answers to the research question (2). 

Collective Actions Led by the Despair of Shrinkage 

Urban shrinkage reduces social capital in communities (Putnam 2000). Indeed, 

depopulation and an increase in vacant housing and land that might be used for 
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criminal activity limit opportunities for local stakeholders to develop social networks 

and trust. However, this study found that shrinkage increases opportunities for public 

participation in local planning in the medium to long term, serving as a seed for 

strengthening social capital. The despair of people who remain in shrinking districts 

is crucial to this process. 

Citizens’ despair in shrinking areas can be caused by a variety of factors, for 

example, depopulation and job losses themselves, as well as a lack of planning vision 

to address challenges. This study found that the process of responding to shrinkage-

related issues also might aggravate feelings of hopelessness. This process entails the 

emergence of a large-scale redevelopment plan, which includes difficulties in 

implementing it and the plan’s withdrawal, which happened in Sewoon and 

Changshin. A large-scale plan that involves slum removal can easily surface in 

challenging circumstances. A grand plan remains an appealing strategy for a 

government, given its effectiveness in erasing a community’s negative reputation 

and transforming degraded environments into more productive uses (Collins and 

Shester 2013). The precedents of such “beautification” projects applied in many 

shrinking areas worldwide support this viewpoint (e.g., the Housing Act of 1930 in 

the UK, the Housing Act of 1937 in the US and redevelopment plans in Mok-dong 

and Sanggye-dong in preparation for the 1988 Olympics in Seoul) (S. J. Greene 

2003). 

The larger a development plan is, the more complicated things become for 

its stakeholders, thus limiting the plan’s feasibility. For example, a plan’s 

implementation can be delayed due to difficulty in reaching an agreement among 
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small-business owners and residents on their various development and compensation 

targets. This continual deferral may lead to a plan’s cancellation by increasing the 

financial burden on developers, especially during an economic downturn. 

Consequently, all seven ambitious slum removal and redevelopment plans proposed 

for the Sewoon district between 1979 and 2006 were withdrawn (The Seoul 

Metropolitan Government 2017b). Similarly, a large-scale development and 

demolition plan for the Changshin district, proposed in 2006, was eventually 

cancelled in 2013 (Jang et al. 2015). 

Once tragic experiences continue for a long time, local people raise their 

voices in anger via collective action. Stagnant development plans can worsen local 

economic and built-environmental conditions, threatening the livelihoods of local 

inhabitants and small-business owners. As Professor Nam at the University of Seoul, 

who researched urban shrinkage in the Sewoon district, described, rumours about the 

closure of commercial areas spread, making “many citizens believe that Sewoon’s 

commercial districts are closed” (Lim 2013). This situation of “unwanted 

redevelopment has only destroyed the commercial area for the past six years,” said 

Park, a merchant of heating equipment, raising his voice in anger (Woo and Baek 

2012). Koo, the secretary-general of the Sewoon Community Committee, also 

criticised the situation, exclaiming, “We could not have renovated buildings for more 

than 30 years since this area was designated as an urban redevelopment zone...We 

should have used public toilets at the subway stations, as most of the old buildings 

in this area do not have toilets” (M. J. Kim 2019). 
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Figure 18. Traces of grassroots activities in Sewoon district 

 

Collective movements significantly foster public participation in the 

development and execution of local development plans. This viewpoint is supported 

by two major phenomena witnessed in Sewoon. First, ongoing grassroots activities 

can raise public awareness about a grand plan’s negative consequences, such as a 

redevelopment revenue system centred on developers and investors and the low 

relocation rate of socially vulnerable indigenous peoples (see Figure 18). Second, in 

reaction to the rise of multiple outraged voices, a government can expand 

opportunities for citizen engagement in a local planning process; this phenomenon 

has been widely reported in most democratic countries, including the UK (Cornwall 

2008), the US (Irvin and Stansbury 2004) and Brazil (Cooper et al. 2006). 

In South Korea, the Special Act on Urban Regeneration was adopted in 2013 

to create a framework for bottom-up urban regeneration projects. A framework 

allows greater collaboration between municipal governments and local stakeholders 

in assessing and proposing urban regeneration plans (OECD 2019). Accordingly, 
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small-business owners and residents in three shrinking districts voluntarily 

collaborated with local governments to propose local plans. As a result, the Seoul 

Metropolitan Government adopted the Changshin, Seongsu and Sewoon districts as 

urban regeneration areas in 2014, 2015 and 2016, respectively, which granted 

financing for executing plans (The Seoul Metropolitan Government 2017b). 

Expanded civic engagement in planning is critical to enhancing the quality, 

feasibility and sustainability of future urban design initiatives. The more diverse the 

stakeholders involved, the more valuable information about a community and 

innovative ideas can be provided and exchanged, hence improving initiatives’ 

quality (Brody et al. 2003). Furthermore, increased civic participation can promote 

ownership of and responsibility for a plan’s content (Wondolleck and Yaffee 2000) 

and foster trust and credibility in the implementation of a plan (Burby 2003; Yetano 

et al. 2010). These qualities are critical for reducing potential conflicts during a 

project’s execution while improving its sustainability. 

A Grand Plan Replaced by Small-Scale Projects 

Large-scale plans can be replaced by small-scale projects, such as those in Sewoon 

and Changshin. Of course, doubts about the efficacy of small-scale projects may 

arise. Certain issues, such as indiscriminately built urban forms (e.g., narrow streets 

and split tiny plots), are challenging to rectify adequately via small redevelopments. 

Furthermore, small redevelopments generally require more time and effort than 

large-scale development to dramatically improve an entire environment and negative 

image of a declining area. 
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Nevertheless, this study found that small-scale developments act as vehicles 

for addressing opposing stakeholders’ demands. The viability and flexibility of 

small-scale plans can be key to making stakeholders reach an agreement. Smaller 

projects require less cost and a shorter time to design and implement. In the Sewoon 

district, this advantage was a tactical option that satisfied developers suffering from 

the financial strain of economic recession and delays in large-scale development 

projects and local governments having difficulty financing development. 

Furthermore, it was a persuasive alternative for homeowners concerned about the 

long-term neglect of decrepit residential environments. Moreover, compared to a 

single master plan, small-scale developments provide more flexibility regarding a 

project’s location, size, budget, and goals. This strategic flexibility can reduce 

possible conflicts among stakeholders by increasing their chances of satisfying their 

different needs. Indeed, this strategy was highly supported by numerous small-

business owners who prioritised preserving local business or industrial clusters in 

the Sewoon, Changshin, and Seongsu districts (Jang et al. 2015; T. H. Kim et al. 

2020; The Seoul Metropolitan Government 2017a). 

The fact that the development of shrinking districts, which had been frozen 

for a long time, was relaunched via small-scale projects is unquestionably positive. 

More importantly, this change could have increased the number of visitors and 

achieved local revitalisation by expanding the diversity of place types, users, and 

time. Small projects are viable with low investment costs and can be carried out by 

a diverse range of local players (e.g., municipalities, residents, business owners, 

planning experts, and artists), allowing for the emergence of more creative places. 
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Indeed, deteriorated housing, factories, and land in the Sewoon district have been 

transformed into art galleries, museums, clubs, restaurants, modern cafes, and small 

parks since the mid-2010s. These new spaces amid old buildings have drawn a large 

number of young individuals, diversifying users and activity hours (see Figure 19). 

This shift is consistent with recent research (E. Kim et al. 2019), revealing that the 

number of Instagram hashtags in Euljiro 3-and-4-Ga in the Sewoon district jumped 

from 52 in 2014 to 10,705 in 2018. 

 

 

Figure 19. Diversified places, users and time led by small-scale projects in Sewoon 

district 

 

Some people may claim that this result is due to the rise in application usage, 

given that Instagram began its business in South Korea in 2012. However, as shown 

in Table 6, the increase rate of hashtags in the Sewoon district was much greater than 

the increase rate of Instagram’s market share in the nation’s social-networking 

service. Furthermore, the research has found that the spike in hashtags in the area 

was significantly attributed to the rise of hashtags in new spaces and stores after 2016 
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(E. Kim et al. 2019). In light of the evidence, the spread of small-scale development 

initiatives has positively contributed to revitalising shrinking areas by creating 

diverse places and attracting more people. 

 

Table 6. Sewoon district’s revitalisation trend based on changes in Instagram 

hashtags 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Number of Instagram hashtags in 

Euljiro 3-and-4-Ga in Sewoon 

district1 

52 561 1,928 3,720 10,705 

Rate of increase1  978.85% 3607.69% 7053.85% 20486.54% 

Share of using Instagram in 

South Korea2 
0.40% 1.90% 3.10% 6.40% 10.80% 

Number of responses2 4,056 4,251 4,323 4,321 4,546 

Rate of increase1  375.00% 675.00% 1500.00% 2600.00% 
Note: The data shows the percentage of users who use Instagram as the top priority among social 

networking services in South Korea, including Twitter, Facebook and TikTok. 

Source: Data from Kim et al. 20191; Koh et al. 20212 

 

Availability of Less-Competitive Land and Built Property for Transformative Uses 

Although urban shrinkage degrades the environment of urban districts, deteriorating 

conditions can improve residents’ quality of life or serve as a springboard for 

economic regrowth. Low competitiveness of spaces reduces land and property costs, 

encouraging the creative and productive transformation of deteriorated spaces (e.g., 

abandoned land or empty houses). The revival of underutilised spaces has become a 

cornerstone of new social or commercial activity in the three districts.  

The case studies showed two types of transformational use of decayed 

environments. The first is the transformation of public spaces. As part of urban 

regeneration, local stakeholders (e.g., residents, small-business owners and planning 

professionals) transform unclaimed or affordable environmental assets into public 
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spaces. The rebirth of abandoned properties into open spaces, community centres or 

spaces for civic groups and social enterprises was a phenomenon commonly 

observed in Sewoon, Seongsu and Changshin (see Figure 20). Such spatial 

conversion can become an incubatory place for developing social networks and 

social capital as long as the accessibility to and management of space is satisfied 

appropriately. Furthermore, improving quality of life and satisfaction with spatial 

transformations helps retain place attachments for those who remain in declining 

districts (Barreira et al. 2019). These potential benefits, which increase inhabitants’ 

willingness to remain in communities, are critical to addressing the issue of 

population outflow. 

 

 

Figure 20. Public sector-led space-transformations centred on social activities in 

the districts of Sewoon, Seongsu and Changshin 

 

The second is private-led spatial transformation. Deteriorating spaces are 

repurposed by local and outside players for production, service and commercial 

operations (e.g., young people or artists on a tight budget but want to start a business). 
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This movement predominantly occurred in the Seongsu district, where old printing 

and shoe manufacturing plants were turned into commercial facilities, including 

trendy cafes, bars, restaurants, brand-name stores and art galleries (see Figure 21). 

This movement was confirmed by comparing the number of businesses in the 

industrial sector in 2010 and 2019 (see Table 7). In 2010, there were 2,764 

manufacturing businesses in the Seongsu district, the majority of any industry. 

However, the number of wholesale and retail enterprises increased by 63% over the 

past ten years to 3,069 in 2019, becoming the largest industry in the area. During the 

same period, the number of businesses in the food and accommodation industries 

also increased by 54.95%. 

 

 

Figure 21. Private sector-led space-transformations centred on commercial 

activities in Seongsu district  
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Table 7. Businesses in the Sewoon, Seongsu and Changshin districts in 2010 and 

2019 per major industrial sector 
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Number of businesses 

2019 Sewoon 8,562 15,042 4,246 637 460 1,840 4,855 35,642 202,935 

2010 Sewoon 8,510 16,662 3,512 497 446 1,656 4,643 35,926 180,985 

2019 Seongsu 2,873 3,069 1,482 767 108 1,271 3,430 13,000 103,871 

2010 Seongsu 2,764 1,872 957 204 45 301 2,661 8,804 65,818 

2019 Changshin 758 1,389 407 20 51 40 659 3,324 9,018 

2010 Changshin 686 1,441 410 14 37 25 677 3,290 8,819 

Note: The categorisation of industrial sectors follows the Korea Statistical Office. The “others” 

category is the sum of 14 other minor industrial sectors. 

Source: Data from Seoul Statistics 2020 

 

Concerns about gentrification and displacement may arise given the 

precedent of private investment increasing land and property values in many areas 

globally (e.g., Shoreditch in London, Hongdae in Seoul and Brooklyn in New York). 

Nonetheless, depending on the intent and aims of local stakeholders and a 

government’s initiative, this type of movement can be an effective strategy for 

revitalising a local economy. If a few pilot initiatives succeed, the renewal of a local 

economy beyond blocks and streets proceeds quickly. This movement turns into a 

powerful force that can attract people from outside and eventually reverse a 

community’s negative image. The signs of such a shift can be found in an interview 

with Kim (Kang 2019), who ran a craft workshop and characterised the district, 
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stating, “Seongsu is experiencing rapid change...Not only young people but even 

people in their 30s and 40s come to visit.” 

Changes in statistical data presented the stimulation of the local economy 

and the growth in the influx of new industries with the active private-led spatial 

transformations in the Seongsu area (Seoul Statistics 2020). Between 2010 and 2019, 

the number of businesses increased by 47.67%, owing to a spike in wholesale and 

retail as well as food and accommodation businesses (see Table 7). This economic 

revival was markedly different from the Sewoon district, which remained 

concentrated on manufacturing, and Changshin, which had little growth in the 

overall number of firms during that time. More importantly, the number of other 

industries in the Seongsu district dramatically rose, such as the industrial sectors of 

information and communication (275.98%), finance and insurance (140%) and 

professional, scientific and technical activities (322.26%). 

Rediscovery of Local Industrial Values and Know-How 

Planning experts, governments, and local stakeholders prioritise using local assets to 

handle issues with urban shrinkage. When a district’s environmental advantages are 

insufficient to attract residents and businesses, local industrial values and know-how 

become increasingly valued assets in urban regeneration strategies. This study found 

that leveraging local industrial assets can revitalise a stagnated local economy. 

Shrinking districts rely on a regeneration plan that utilises the value of local 

industry when facing at least two prerequisites. As shown in Changshin, the first 

condition is the scarcity of usable environmental assets. These assets include high 

connectivity to a city’s commercial centres, high accessibility to a district, 
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architectural or environmental landmarks, and industrial space-building features. 

Despite being located behind Dongdaemun, Seoul’s central business district, 

Changshin has limited accessibility due to its location abutting a hilly area of Naksan 

Mountain, as opposed to the flat-landed Sewoon and Seongsu districts. Changshin 

also lacks landmarks to attract visitors, such as Seoul Forest Park and Han River in 

Seongsu or Jongmyo Shrine in Sewoon. Furthermore, because the sewing industry 

in Changshin was a cottage industry, most of the industrial spaces were tiny and 

densely located in flats rather than in detached factories, as in Sewoon and Seongsu. 

Building structure rigidity undermined the community’s chances of leveraging 

affordable spaces or accommodating diverse commercial activities (Lee et al. 2016). 

The second condition is a local economy’s heavy reliance on a single 

specialised industry. Changshin, in contrast to the other two cases, is a district 

focused on a single industry: sewing. The district’s high dependence on this industry 

implies that more local stakeholders are involved. An interview with a laundromat 

owner supports this viewpoint: “If the sewing industry perishes in this way, we 

would not be able to survive as well (Jang et al. 2015).” A restaurant owner in a 

market noted that “to allow sewing employees to dine out at restaurants and thus 

keep the market energetic, the sewing industry needs to be stimulated...When it runs 

well like this, many people from outside come to work (Jang et al. 2015).” The fact 

that a regeneration plan concentrating on this industry could receive high support 

from local stakeholders easily facilitated the plan’s proposal and implementation. 

Leveraging industrial value and know-how in Changshin district, where both 

conditions were met, was a major strategy for revitalisation. Accordingly, 35% of 
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the initial budget for the regeneration plan was concentrated on local manufacturing 

industry-related projects, which was 27% higher than in Seongsu. The strategy was 

conducted via spatial development projects (e.g., a sewing museum and industrial 

co-working spaces) or social projects (e.g., sewing classes and collaboration 

workshops with young artists) (see Figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22. Diversification of local industries in Changshin district 

 

The preservation of deteriorating local manufacturing clusters is not the sole 

advantage of strategies that leverage local industrial assets. This has the potential to 

spur industrial innovation. Here, industrial innovation does not simply refer to 

technological innovation but rather to diversifying local industries, business 

strategies, products, and market channels. Indeed, Changshin district’s industry has 

expanded from sewing to fashion design, production, sales, fashion shows, sewing 

education via continuous skills-exchange workshops, and collaboration between 

sewing masters and young artists, designers, and models (see Figure 22). As Kort 

(1981) stated, the diversification of industrial structures is essential for building a 
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resilient and sustainable economy that is less vulnerable to external threats, such as 

periodic economic downturns within an industry. 

Moreover, this industrial innovation can increase employment opportunities 

and stabilise a local economy (Attaran 1986). The effects were confirmed by changes 

in Changshin’s population and the number of businesses from 2010 to 2019 (Seoul 

Statistics 2020). Despite a population decrease (22.37%) from 29,819 to 23,149, the 

number of local businesses and employees increased (1.03%) from 3,290 to 3,324 

and by 2.26%, from 8,819 to 9,018, respectively. More importantly, the number of 

industrial manufacturing firms and employees jumped by 10.50%, from 686 to 758, 

and by 17.98%, from 1,691 to 1,995. These findings imply that even if an urban 

district experiences population loss, utilising local industrial values and know-how 

may help build environments that favour employment and industrial production. 

 

5. Development of Shrinking Yet Liveable Districts  

Despite the growing demand for reimagining urban shrinkage, research on the 

potential benefits of shrinkage remains insufficient. This study conducted a cross-

case analysis of Seoul’s three shrinking districts to investigate the positive aspects 

of shrinkage as well as their utilisation processes and influences. This study found 

that the following beneficial characteristics of shrinkage have contributed to 

revitalisation processes in the three regions: a rise in collective voices for change, 

the proliferation of small-scale projects, transformational uses of less-competitive 

land and built property, and the rediscovery of local industrial assets. The findings 

imply that even if an urban area declines, opportunities for revitalisation can occur 

if stakeholders can properly utilise the positive sides of shrinkage. This finding will 
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contribute to sustainably regenerating a shrinking district that has been overlooked 

in redevelopment opportunities.  

The findings showed that urban shrinkage is not always permanent; it can 

sometimes be temporary depending on an area’s social, urban planning, 

environmental and industrial characteristics. As illustrated in the three cases, the 

advantages of shrinkage can serve as a cornerstone for increasing opportunities for 

remaining residents to participate in planning, diversifying urban places to attract 

visitors, stimulating new commercial and industrial activities or promoting local 

industry innovation. Such shrinkage but well-managed areas may face a chance of 

population regrowth, as shown by the precedents of Leipzig and Liverpool (Haase 

et al. 2021). 

A temporary decline to regenerate a community by leveraging the positive 

attributes of shrinkage may be a solution for underdeveloped areas where 

reinvestment and redevelopment plans have been delayed. However, there are many 

declining areas with few usable assets. For example, deteriorating districts that are 

not adjacent to a city centre or that are not easily accessible by public transportation 

have a clear limitation in utilising visitors to stimulate a local economy. One sensible 

strategy could be to focus on improving the remaining residents’ quality of life. 

Despite continual population and economic decline, this so-called “smart shrinkage” 

or “right-sizing” plan may help stabilise residents’ lives by demolishing dilapidated 

structures and repurposing them into public spaces (Németh and Hollander 2016; 

Schilling and Logan 2008). 
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This study suggests policy implications for successfully utilising the positive 

attributes of shrinkage. Measures to prevent frequent and harsh rent hikes should be 

carefully considered in the proliferation of small projects, an increase in the 

transformative use of idle space and the diversification of local industries. As shown 

in the cases of Sewoon and Changshin districts, renters and small-business owners 

in neglected areas are particularly vulnerable to rising real estate prices and 

displacement. Therefore, they can raise their concerns about gentrification caused by 

radical changes in declining areas. Their collective actions may become a critical 

obstacle to successfully executing medium- to long-term urban design initiatives. 

Second, as seen in the three case studies, transformational uses of idle land 

and built property are significant for fostering new social, commercial and industrial 

activities in shrinking areas. However, the existence of abandoned spaces does not 

always result in successful outcomes. In reality, long-vacant and unclaimed housing 

and lots are frequently undiscoverable to potential space purchasers, or they involve 

challenges in negotiating ownership transfers. Therefore, making space-related 

information accessible to the public via social enterprises or government 

interventions is vital. One possible strategy is to build and promote an online 

platform to transfer ownership or leasehold to the public on an affordable budget. 

This present study has a limitation. The case studies were undertaken in 

mixed-use areas with sufficient shrinkage-related opportunities. The findings may 

be limited in generalisation to other areas where available opportunities are not 

accessible. Therefore, future studies need to investigate strategies that such shrinking 

areas lacking opportune circumstances can employ. Moreover, the positive attributes 
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of shrinkage conceptualised in this study need to be updated by exploring more case 

studies in the future. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 

 

1. Research Findings 

Urban shrinkage’s severity and ongoing spread worldwide have recently sparked 

calls for a new planning paradigm that accepts urban shrinkage while sustaining the 

remaining citizens’ quality of life rather than pursuing uncertain growth. In practice, 

however, the shrinkage plan has seldom been executed successfully. In addition, 

research on the conditions for implementing a successful shrinkage plan remains 

inadequate. Therefore, this research investigated the conditions for the successful 

execution of a shrinkage plan by identifying two components: 1) the potential 

obstacles to implementing effective shrinkage plans and 2) the identification of the 

potential opportunities in shrinking areas that can be used to execute the plans 

successfully. These analyses may guide policy-makers, urban planners, and urban 

designers in effectively proposing and executing right-sizing plans. It will contribute 

to the urban planning and design literature for the development of shrinking but 

liveable neighbourhoods, districts, and cities. 
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Figure 23. Summary diagram of research 

 

Identifying the constraints to smart shrinkage plan implementation and its 

countermeasures is crucial to confronting urban shrinkage. The second chapter 
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discovered that a smart shrinkage plan could face the following challenges during its 

implementation: the unstable fiscal conditions of shrinking cities; the culture of 

growth pursuit; the ambiguity of the plan’s concepts; the plan’s uneven development 

features; and a lack of detailed strategic guidance. These circumstances forced 

Youngstown and Detroit’s shrinkage plans to be delayed, adopted limitedly, or 

implemented in fewer regions. In particular, a core path of the barriers was criticism 

of the plans from residents of the downsizing communities. As the two cases showed, 

collective criticism could become a force that slows plan execution or even reorients 

the planning paradigm. This finding suggests that sustaining the quality of life of 

marginalised inhabitants in shrinking areas may be critical to successfully 

implementing smart shrinkage plans. 

Although the remaining people in downsizing areas are not free from a sense 

of loss, alienation, and relative deprivation, the shrinkage situation does not always 

mean a dead end of despair. Despite continuous population loss, their quality of life 

may be preserved provided proper opportunities are utilised effectively. If so, this 

circumstance could be the key, although not perfect, to alleviating the negative 

impacts of the obstacles to shrinkage plan execution (see Figure 23). The third and 

fourth chapters investigated the potential opportunities for sustaining citizens’ 

quality of life even in shrinking neighbourhoods and districts. 

The third chapter demonstrated that the remaining residents’ sense of 

satisfaction could be sustained even in a shrinking neighbourhood. The critical 

factor is that either both urban design factors and their management are satisfied at 

adequate levels, or residents’ attachment to the area is actively leveraged for 
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neighbourhood planning and design. Indeed, the experiment results showed that 

positive emotions were recorded only on a commercial street with social 

interaction and in a less crowded open space, while the average emotions in all 

other places were negative (i.e., an open space with social disorder, inactive 

frontages with CPTED or vandalism, abandoned houses, and vehicle-oriented 

environments). The results also showed that groups with higher place attachment 

(i.e., long-term residents or employees of the neighbourhood or women) generally 

felt more positive emotions than visitors or men. 

The fourth chapter showed that the remaining residents’ quality of life could 

be preserved even in a shrinking district if stakeholders effectively capitalised on 

shrinkage opportunities. The following opportune circumstances were observed in 

Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin districts: collective actions prompted by the 

despair of shrinkage; the spread of small-scale projects replacing a grand plan; the 

availability of less-competitive land and built property for transformative uses; and 

the re-discovery of local industrial values and know-how. As the cases showed, 

utilising these attributes could result in increased community social capital, civic 

engagement in local planning, or the revitalisation of stagnating local economies. All 

of these consequences are core to improving citizens’ quality of life.   

 

2. Implications and Suggestions for Future Research 

This study can draw several policy implications for the successful implementation 

of shrinkage plans. When developing or executing plans for shrinkage, the concept 

and terminology of shrinkage or decline should be used with care. This is because, 

as seen by the Detroit and Youngstown cases, a shrinkage plan in a pro-growth 
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culture can be highly criticised by academics, the government, and citizens, leading 

to a possible loss of implementation momentum. Rebranding shrinkage plans can be 

the first step toward a sensible solution, mitigating the stakeholders’ pushback. For 

the plan’s name, it may be advisable to emphasise its objectives (e.g., citizens’ 

quality of life) rather than urban or geographical terms (e.g., shrinking, declining, 

extinction, growth, or expansion). The following paragraphs include the policy and 

strategic factors that should be incorporated into rebranding strategies for shrinkage 

plans. 

A smart shrinkage plan should be meticulously designed considering the 

features and locations of neighbourhoods or districts in a city. The most neglected or 

poorly inhabited regions can experience long-term population decline. Although the 

areas are designated for a downsizing strategy, planners should focus on sustaining 

the remaining residents’ quality of life. Maintaining adequate levels of place 

management is an essential strategy. As the Nangok case showed, the presence of 

physical disorder, including abandoned structures, can lower resident satisfaction by 

eliciting negative emotions. In the meantime, neighbourhood population density 

should be raised, or at least preserved, via house swap programmes, as in the Detroit 

case. This approach is not simply about enhancing the city’s infrastructure and 

service efficiency. The opportunity for frequent social interaction brought by 

increasing population density can improve inhabitants’ quality of life and inspire 

their community attachment, as demonstrated in the Nangok case. This effect, again, 

can contribute to improving place management. Of course, although a gradual loss 

in the quality and quantity of urban infrastructure in such downsizing areas is 
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unavoidable, planners need to slow down the reduction of public transportation 

infrastructure if feasible. The feeling of relative deprivation, possibly felt by 

individuals excluded from the active urban development of the city centre, may be 

mitigated by enhancing accessibility and connectivity between regions, as shown in 

the cases of Detroit and Youngstown. 

In the degraded areas adjacent to the city centre or with acceptable 

population density, shrinkage is likely to be temporary rather than chronic over 

decades. As seen in the Sewoon, Seongsu, and Changshin districts, leveraging the 

positive attributes of shrinkage may create opportunities for improving social capital, 

diversifying urban places to attract visitors, stimulating new commercial and 

industrial activities, or promoting local industry innovation. Right-sizing plans in 

this process need to be flexible. Urban regeneration projects, such as removing traces 

of vandalism and repurposing idle land and property, are essential for enhancing 

residents' quality of life. However, redevelopment initiatives on a small and medium 

scale also need to be undertaken in a mixed manner if necessary. As demonstrated 

by the fact that the average emotions at the CPTED site in Nangok-dong were 

negative, the effects of urban regeneration projects may be limited in declining 

neighbourhoods and districts if the quality and quantity of public infrastructure are 

insufficient. Urban planners also need to consider integrating the remaining people 

to maintain a suitable population density, as suggested in the Detroit and 

Youngstown shrinkage plans. The appropriate population maintenance may help 

local firms survive by creating economies of scale, as shown in the Seongsu case. 
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The study's findings suggest the policy implications not just at the 

neighbourhood and district levels but also at the city level. A shrinkage plan brings 

economic benefits to the city by improving inefficient urban infrastructure 

management and fostering commercial and industrial clusters at core nodes. The 

gains, however, can become a double-edged sword if the influence of growth-

oriented land-holding elite groups or private development and investment firms is 

excessive. As the experiences of Detroit and Youngstown showed, public opposition 

to a smart shrinkage plan primarily resulted from the city's geographic, social and 

economic polarisation development patterns. Therefore, planners should always be 

wary about prioritising or emphasising active development in city centres over 

downsizing initiatives for managing neglected areas. 

This study has limitations. While the opportune circumstances in shrinking 

areas were analysed at the neighbourhood and district levels, the impediments to 

implementing a shrinkage plan were not categorised by scale. Direct observations 

and face-to-face interviews with various stakeholders may reveal the existence of 

impediments at different levels. Therefore, the barriers at various scales need to be 

further examined in future research. Furthermore, the opportunities and the hurdles 

were analysed in different countries. Social, cultural, and environmental disparities 

between the two nations may exist and thus affect the findings. Accordingly, the 

findings need to be further investigated in future research with more case samples 

from different countries.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 Email interview questions 

This interview is to evaluate the implementation of a shrinking plan in Detroit and 

to investigate the obstacles to the plan implementation. The shrinking plan is the 

Detroit Future City Plan (DFCP), a quasi-public plan released in 2013. DFCP is 

one of the first plans in the U.S. as well as the world which accommodated the 

phenomenon of urban shrinkage and proposed smart shrinkage strategies with 

future land-use scenarios in Detroit. Thus, we strongly believe that your opinions 

on the plan implementation by far would be an invaluable asset for further urban 

studies. 
 

Questions 

1. How would you evaluate the implementation of a shrinking plan (the Detroit 

Future City Plan)? 
 

2. May you please tell me any potential obstacles that made it difficult for DFCP 

(the shrinking plan) to be implemented successfully? (was it because of the major 

factors on the following list?) 
 

• Growth-oriented culture of policymakers, planners, and citizens that makes a 

defeatist stigma in accepting and implementing the shrinking plan 

• A lack of legal validity in DFCP as a comprehensive plan 

• Increase in speculation that reduces the local government’s control power for 

vacant and abandoned properties 

• Property rights of individuals that make it difficult for land bank to acquire 

inhabited tax-compliant properties 

• Limited financial capacity of a shrinking local government and land bank 

• Frequent turnover of mayor and administration which reduces impacts and 

continuity of the shrinkage plan proposed in the previous government’s tenure 
 

[Citizens’ resistance and condemnation of the plan due to…] 

• Reduction in quantity and quality of public service and infrastructure in 

Detroit 

• Deepening economic, social, and environmental inequality between areas in 

Detroit 

• Racial conflicts by the issue of the geographical inequality in Detroit 

• An Environmental, health, and financial damages by demolition activities (e.g. 

noise pollution, lead pollution, decrease in surrounding house values) 

• Values of a building or place against the demolition (e.g. Historical or social 

values, personal attachment, and interests) 

 

3. Are there any new stories on the obstacles to telling me that I have not 

mentioned on the list? 
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Appendix 2 Information of interviewees  

Name Affiliation Position Interview date 

Interviewee A 

Department of Urban Studies 

and Planning, Wayne State 

University, Detroit 

Assistant 

professor 
October 9, 2020 

Interviewee B 

Department of Urban Studies 

and Planning, Wayne State 

University, Detroit 

Professor 
October 5, 2020 

October 8, 2020 

Interviewee C 
Council District 4,  

City of Detroit 

Community 

Relations 

Manager and 

Policy 

Analyst 

September 17, 2020 

September 21, 2020 

Interviewee D 
West District,  

City of Detroit 

Design 

Director 
October 8, 2020 

 

 

Appendix 3 Clustering analysis results 

 

Note: The experiment spot numbers correspond to the order from Site 1 to Site 7 in Figure 12;  

7 clusters showed the highest pseudo-F value. 
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Appendix 4 Predictive marginal mean differences between sites  

Environmental 

Characteristics 
SI OS OSSD IFC IFV AHV 

OS -0.004            

OSSD 0.117*  0.121          

IFC 0.122*  0.126  0.005        

IFV 0.136*  0.140  0.019  0.014      

AHV 0.140*  0.145  0.023  0.018  0.004    

VOE 0.179*  0.184  0.062  0.057  0.043  0.039  

Note: * p < 0.05; the marginal mean differences were calculated by subtracting column means from 

low means. 
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Abstract in Korean 

 

도시축소를 바라보는 새로운 관점:  

성공적인 축소계획 실행을 위한 조건 

 

 

조  형  래 

서울대학교 대학원 

협동과정 조경학 

 

 

만성적 인구감소로 정의되는 도시축소는 분명 해롭지만 불가피한 

현상이다. 기존 성장중심의 도시계획이 축소 현상에 대한 해법이 될 수 

없다는 담론과 함께, ‘스마트 축소’, ‘적정 규모화’, ‘스마트 쇠퇴’라는 

다양한 용어로 표현되는 새로운 계획 패러다임이 등장하였다. 이는 

축소도시의 계획이 관성적으로 성장을 지향하기보다는 인구감소를 

수용하며 남겨진 시민들의 삶의 질 향상에 집중하는 것이다. 이 

패러다임은 과거 동독과 미국 러스트 벨트의 쇠퇴 도시를 중심으로 

2000 년대 중반 이후 널리 적용됐지만, 현실에서 성공적으로 구현된 

사례는 찾아보기 어렵다. 도시축소에 효과적으로 대응하기 위해서는 

성공적인 축소계획의 구현을 가능하게 하는 조건의 탐색이 필요하다. 본 

논문은 이를 위한 실증적 기초를 마련하는 데 목적이 있다. 성공적인 

축소계획 구현을 위한 조건은 다음의 두 요소를 조사하여 탐색 되었다: 

1) 축소계획 성공적 실행의 장애 요소; 2) 장애 요소의 영향을 완화할 
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수 있는 축소지역의 기회적 상황. 본 논문는 세 편의 독립적 연구를 

통해 이 두 가지 요소를 탐색하였고, 그 결과는 다음과 같다. 

첫 번째 연구는 교차사례 분석을 수행하여 축소계획의 성공적 

실행을 가로막는 장애 요소와 그 작동 경로를 개념화하였다. 사례조사 

대상지는 미국에서 축소계획 실행의 선구자 역할을 하였던 영스타운과 

디트로이트로 선정하였다. 분석을 위해 문헌 조사와 인터뷰가 

수행되었다. 이 연구는 축소계획이 제안되고 성공적으로 연착륙하는 

과정에서 다음과 같은 문제와 직면할 수 있음을 밝혔다: 1) 축소도시의 

불안정한 재정 상황; 2) 뿌리 깊은 친성장 문화; 3) 축소계획 개념의 

모호성; 4) 축소계획의 불균등성; 5) 구현을 위한 세부적 지침 부족. 다섯 

가지의 장애 요소는 상호 작용하여 영스타운과 디트로이트의 축소계획을 

연기시키거나, 제한적으로 실행하게 하거나, 한정된 지역에서만 

실행되게 만들었다. 특히, 인구밀도를 계획적으로 줄이는 다운사이징 

대상 지역의 주민들이 가지는 축소계획에 대한 비난은 장애 요소의 핵심 

경로였고, 그들의 집합적 비판이 축소계획 패러다임 자체를 뒤집는 

원동력이 되었음을 확인하였다. 

축소도시의 다운사이징 대상 지역 주민들은 상실감, 고립감, 

그리고 상대적 박탈감에서 벗어나기 어렵다. 그렇지만 축소의 상황은 

절망만을 의미하지 않는다. 지속적 인구감소에도 불구하고 그들의 삶의 

질을 유지할 수 있다면 축소계획 구현 시 발생하는 장애 요소의 부정적 

영향을 완화할 수 있기 때문이다. 두 번째와 세 번째 연구에서는 

축소되는 동네(neighbourhood)와 지구(district)에서도 시민의 삶의 질을 

유지할 수 있게 하는 기회적 상황을 조사하였다 

두 번째 연구는 축소 동네에서 시민의 긍정적 감정과 그들의 

삶의 질 향상에 영향을 미치는 환경적, 개인적 특성을 분석하였다. 연구 

대상지는 대한민국 서울의 쇠퇴지역인 난곡으로 선정하였다. 시민의 

감정 수치는 뇌파검사(EEG)와 다중선형 회귀분석 모델을 사용하여 
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분석였다. 본 논문의 결과는 축소 동네 시민의 긍정적 감정을 유발하는 

두 가지 핵심적 요소로 시민 모두가 만족할만한 수준으로 공간을 설계할 

뿐만 아니라 관리하는 것, 그리고 동네에 대한 주민들의 애착심을 

도시설계에 적극적으로 활용하는 것이라고 밝혔다. 실제로, 피실험자의 

긍정적 감정은 사회적 교류가 활발한 상업 거리와 한적한 오픈 

스페이스에서만 포착되었다. 반면 사회적 무질서가 나타난 오픈 

스페이스, CPTED 가 설치되었지만 비활성화적인 건물 전면 공간, 

반달리즘 발생지 주변과 빈집 주변, 교통량이 높은 상업 거리를 포함한 

연구 대상의 모든 장소에서의 평균 감정 수치는 전부 부정적이었다. 

또한, 장소 애착심 측면에서 방문자보다는 장기 거주자, 여성이 

남성보다 축소 동네에서 더 긍정적인 감정을 느끼는 것으로 나타났다. 

위와 같은 발견들은 축소된 동네가 잘 관리된다면 남겨진 주민들의 

만족감이 유지될 수 있음을 시사한다. 

세 번째 연구는 주민들의 삶의 질을 향상시킬 수 있는 

도시축소의 사회적, 도시 계획적, 환경적, 산업적 기회들을 조사하였다. 

서울의 축소 지역인, 세운지구, 성수지구, 창신지구가 활성화되는 과정을 

교차사례 분석하였다. 이 연구는 다음과 같은 축소의 기회적 상황이 

발생할 수 있음을 밝혔다: 1) 도시축소 시민의 절망감에 의해 촉발되는 

집단적 움직임; 2) 대규모 계획을 대체하는 소규모 프로젝트의 확산; 3) 

경쟁력이 덜한 유휴부지 및 빈집의 변형적 재사용; 4) 지역 산업 가치와 

노하우의 재발견. 이 연구는 축소 현상의 네 가지 기회적 상황들이 

축소지구에서 사회적 자본과 지역 계획에 대한 시민 참여 향상 및 

침체된 지역 경제의 재활성화를 이끌었던 과정을 포착하였다. 따라서 

위와 같은 연구 결과는 도시지구가 쇠퇴하더라도 축소의 이점들이 

효과적으로 활용될 수 있다면 남겨진 시민들의 삶의 질이 향상될 수 

있다는 중요한 시사점을 제공한다. 
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이 논문은 다음과 같은 시사점을 갖는다. 스마트 축초 계획은 

도시의 동네 및 지구의 특성과 위치를 고려하여 세심하게 설계되어야 

한다. 재투자와 재개발로부터 오랜 시간 방치되었으며 낮은 인구밀도, 

낙후된 건축환경, 고립된 위치의 도시지역 축소는 장기화될 가능성이 

높다. 이러한 경우 부정적 감정과 쇠퇴의 낙인을 형성하는 낙후 환경을 

녹지화하거나 공공시설물로 전환하여 남겨진 주민들의 삶의 질을 

유지하는 것이 중요하다. 

도심 인접 지역이나 적정 인구 밀도의 지역에서 발생하는 

축소현상은 만성적이기보다는 일시적일 가능성이 높다. 이 지역에서의 

스마트 축소계획은 유연하게 제안될 필요가 있다. 세운과 성수의 

사례에서 보듯이, 상향식 계획에 대한 참여를 확대하고 유휴부지를 

변형적으로 사용함으로써 해당 공간의 유형, 이용자, 그리고 활성화 

시간을 다양화시킬 수 있다. 그러나, 난곡동 CPTED 현장의 평균 감정 

수치가 부정적이었다는 결과는 공공 인프라의 질과 양이 불충분할 경우 

쇠퇴지역에서 도시재생사업의 효과가 제한적일 수 있다는 것을 나타낸다. 

그러므로 경우에 따라 중소 규모의 재개발 계획이 도시재생 사업과 

혼합적으로 수행되어야 한다.  
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